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NOVEL SEALS AND SPECIALTY COMPONENT
ATTACHMENT MECHANISMS FOR RESPIRATORY

PROTECTION SYSTEM 21 (RESPO 21)

lI INTRODUCTION

This program was conducted to establish the design characteristics

of attachment mechanisms for use in the mounting of mask sea' s and specialty

components into the Respiratory Protection System 21 (RESPO 21).. These design

characteristics include but are not limited to keeping the seal/attachment

mechanism low in profile, allowing easy seal or component replacement, and

incorporating multiple layers of material within the seal and attachment

mechanism.
Alternative seal concepts were investigated for the interface

between the mask and the mask wearer. These concepts include pneumatic

bladders, encapsulated gels, laminated foams, and combinations of the above.

Prototype seals of the encapsulated gel-type and the pneumatic type were
fabricated to demonstrate feasibility and assist with the development of

attachment mechanisms. Approaches for aLtaching a seal to a mask, br-th hard-

shell and softshell, were identified. None were fabricated due to time

limitations and availability of appropriate seals and masks.

BACKGROUND

The Chemical Research, Development, and Engineering Center (CRDEC) is
entering development of the next generation of respiratory protection known as

RESPO 21. Early concept development efforts indicated an immediate need for

advanced sealing techniques and specialty component attachment mechanisms. The
mask prototypes currently under consideration for seal and attachment

mechanism development are the hardshell or rigid facepiece mask and the

softshell or semi-rigid mask.

The hardshell mask is comprised of modular components which
include the rigid facepiece, a selling inner liner, and a hood that would

provide attachment means for the facepiece and liner. The rigid facepiece is

being considered because of the potential for limited fragment protection.
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The semi-rigid mask is an integral multi-layer mask that includes a hood with
liner attached to a flexible faceplece with a barrier film cover.

In addition to the work on this task, there are other programs
currently being conducted for the development of RESPO 21. These programs
include development of a master control unit for respiratory protection
equipment and evaluation of lens defog In a protective mask.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this task was to identify and demonstrate novel
seal and component attachment system options for use in the next generation of
respiratory protection equipment known as RESPO 21.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

Establish Seal Design Characteristics

In order to design and develop seals or sealing techniques for'4ESPO
21, several design characteristics were identified. The seal should be low in
profile, thus keeping the mask close to the face and head of the mask wearer.
The seal may incorporate layers of different material to supplement
conformability as well as improved contact for an integral seal. These layers
may include pneumatic bladders, silicone gels, and foams encapsulated In a
pliable skin. It is also desirable for the seal to be replaceable, and thus
the seal needs to be considered as a separate entity and not an integral part
of the final mask design. Since RESPO 21 is currently under development and
undergoing various changes, the seal design should be flexible to accommodate

a variety of design options.

The area df-poterest for the mask seal development is concentrated
on the interface aroupd the periphery of the face and, in addition, the area
surrounding the nose and mouth of the mask wearer referred to as the
"nosecup". During this program, due to time and cost limitations, we were

only concerned with the seal area surrounding the face.
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Review Existing Seals

In order to better understand the challenge of maintaining a seal
for respiratory protection, a literature scan was performed of existing seals

and seal type materials. This scan included patent searches, abstracts on

related topics, commercial vendors of health and safety equipment, scuba

diving equipment, snow skiing masks, and various miscellaneous items relating

to seal technology. A listing of the relevant patents and vendors Is provided

in Appendix A.

Some of the more relevant examples of materials relating to mask

seal development are: a biosoft gel bicycle seat cover made by Spenco, a pair
of Clear Comfort gel/foam ear cushions for an aviation headset made by Bose,

and an inflatable blad'er used in "the Pumpa, an athletic shoe made by Reebok.

Seal Physical Properties

The physical properties required for a mask seal were assumed to

include flexibility, conformability, ruggedness, non-irritating to human skin,

resistant to sweat, resistant to chemical agent decontaminants, and functional

over a broad range of environmental conditions including temperature and
humidity. For this program, the seal area is considered to be that surroundinc .

the face. Thus, the seal area crosses the forehead, drops along the sides of

the face across the cheeks, and joins together under the chin. A line drawing

of the seal contact area is shown in Figure 1. This drawing was generated

from coordinate points furnished by CRDEC and by scaling dimensions from a

three-dimensional computer model (see Figure 2) of a mask seal also obtained

from CRDEC.

Identify Types of Seals

There are many types of seals and seal materials to choose from for

consideration for sealing around the periphery of the face. Some of the

choices include: foam, encapsulated gels, pneumatic bladders, and combinations

of the above. Laminated foams have been used as headphone ear cushions and

provide a conforming interface between the headphone speaker and the headphone
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wearer. Encapsulated gels have come Into vogue recently and are used in the
sports industry to reduce shock, vibration, and provide a conforming Inter-

face. Most notably, gels have been used in bicycle seats and handlebar pads.
Pneumatic bladders have also made an impact on the sportswear industry.

Pneumatic bladders have been installed in the ankle area of some athletic

shoes used to provide a conforming fit. Figure 3 shows a pneumatic bladder

that was used in an athletic shoe made by Reebok. An example of a

combination-type seal can be found on a pair of ear cushions designed for use
in an aviation headset made by Bose. These ear cushions have a compliant

elastomeric gel encapsulated inside a thin, pliable membrane. The gel is

backed with a layer of slow recovery foam, which provides mechanical support
for the gel and helps to maintain the shape of the ear cushion. The Bose ear
cvsh n conforms to the irregular surface of the human head surrounding the

ear and thus provides excellent noise isolation. Figure 4 demonstrates the

co; lant nature of the Bose ear cushion.

.Generate Concepts

After identifying and reviewing the seals used for similar type
applications, we proceeded to generate concepts that addressed the specific
needs of the seals for RESPO 21. In order to generate concepts for seals it

.as necessary to define precisely as possible the area that the seal would
, contact around the face. A prototype hardshell mask was supplied by CRDEC to

,help visualize the seal area (see-Figure 5). The prototype hardshell mask was

thermoformed from an acryltc/polyfvinyl chloride (PVC) alloy called Kydex 100.
IThe mask was thermoformed over a plaster mold that was hand sculpted and thus,

Alue tothe mold and the fabricatiip process, the shape of the mask is not
-imensionally accurate. Hoever,~he prototype hardshell mask provided a

.-model on which to base'our seal design.

Using the mask ajsa gutde' we determined that the seal should

S "ovide i conforming, iompli~t iotirface betweenthe mask and the mask
wearer. One of the materials that provided these characteristics was silicone

gel. The silicone gel we used was made by Dow Corning and referred to as

Sylgard 527 primerless silicone dielectric gel. This silicone gel Is a

two-component type and designed to seal, protect, and preserve the electrical

characteristics of delicate electronic circuits in severe environments. When
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FIGURE 5. PROTOTYPE HAROSHELL MASK
SUPPLIED BY CROEC
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- Build-up seal flange with reinforcement material (chiffon)
brushing layers of MDX 4-4210 between layers of chiffon

- Heat cure approximately 60 minutes at 75 C

- Trim flash from seal

After fabricating the prototype gel-type seal, we proceeded to
install the seal into the hardshell mask to evaluate the seal. The seal fit
was a compromise at best. The prototype seal tended to buckle and wrinkle at
the corners and radii inside the hardshell mask. Despite the poor fit due to
geometrical di'crepancies, the seal materials appear to exhibit the desired
seal characteristics, i.e. compliancy and ruggedness. In order to make the
seal match the gtometry inside the hardshell mask, it became necessary to
develop a technique to fabricate a contoured three-dimensional seal that would

match the shape of the mask.

The shape of the contoured three-dimensional seal was based on the
geometry of the inside of the hardshell mask, i.e. the surface onto which the

seal will be mounted. This surface resembles in shape the edge of a potato I
chip. In order to fit a seal to this "potato chip" geumetry, it became
necessary to employ laser scanning and rapid prototyping techniques to develop

a working model of the desired seal.

Laser scanning was used to scan the surface inside the hardshell
mask onto which the seal is to Zc mounted. The laser scan defines discrete

points that make up this surface and stores them as data. The next step was
to connect these points to define a surface that describes the back of the
seal. The cross-section of the seal was entered into the computer and swept
along the back surface of the seal, thus forming a computer model of the
three-dimensional contoured seal. T'.1S computer model was used to develop a
hard plastic prototype using a process called stereolithography. The hard
plastic prototype would be used co generate a mold which would be used for
fabricating the gel-type seal. The advantage of this process over hand-
sculpting is that changes can be made to the computer model and a prototype

can be easily fabricated using stereolithography.

A hard plastiL eal model was fabricated demonstre"nq the above
process. The laser scan, computer model, and prototypin was conducted under

another task for CRDEC, Contract Number DLA900-86-C-2045, Task 199, Eviluation
of Component Prototyping and Reverse 6,;gineering Systems. Photographs of the
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hard plastic seal model and accompanying hardshell mask are shown in Figures 7

and 8.

Besides the gel-type seal, another approach was investigated for use

as the seal. This approach used a pneumatic bladder to help maintain contact

between the mask anc the mask wearer. Donzis Research of Houston, Texas,

fabricated a seal mock-up of the pneumatic type. Donzis used their patented

technique of shaping the seal from a piece of foam, positioning a small pump

and release valve on the foam, and dipping the foam/valve/pump assembly into

an urethane solution, thus forming an airtight casing for the pneumatic seal.

This approach lends itself to design flexibility by allowing control of the

seal resilience and compliancy by selecting foams of various densities, and

utilizing urethane coatings of various thicknesses and compositions. A copy

of the Donzis patent is included in Appendix B of this report. Figures 9 and

10 shows a prototype of the pneumatic seal with pump and release valve. A

sample cross-section of the seal material is shown in the upper left corner of

Figure 9.

Establish Attachment Design Characteristics

m In association with the seal design and developmenE is the challenge

of attaching these seals into the masks. The same basic characteristics apply

to the development of attachment methods as applied to seal design. These

characteristics are that the attachment mechanism should not protrude

significantly from the inside or outside of the mask. The attachment

mechanism should be capable of securing several layers of various materials

and various thicknesses. The attachment mechanism should facilitate seal

replacement and should be flexible to accommodate various mask designs and

m seal configurations.

Review Existing Attachment Methods

As with the seal development, we found it advantageous to review

3 existing technology to determine if techniques currently in practice would be

appropriate for our specific needs. The attachment methods reviewed include

snap-fits, used for securing rigid plastic lenses into compliant rubber ski

masks; interlocking fits, employed by several fastener companies; rivets and

I
I
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FIGURE 9. PROTOTYPE PNEUMATIC SEAL WITH PUMP1 AND RELEASE VALVE
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machine screws for semi-permanent attachment; clips such as those used for

binding documents together: a wide choice of adhesives depending on the

materials and cohesion desired; zippers, used in wet suits for sealing; velcro

or hook and pile fasteners, used everywhere; and sealing, such as by heat,

induction, ultrasonic, etc.

Generate Concepts

Early in the program we generated concepts in the area of mask
attachment. That is, what methods are available to attach a hardshell-type

mask to a person and maintain an effective seal for respiratory protection.
Ten concepts for hardshell mask attachment were generated and presented to the

client for review. Drawings of these concepts are included in Appendix C of
this report. After reviewing the concepts, the client redirected the concept
generation effort to attachment of seals to masks, both softshell and

hardshell.

Two basic conceptual approaches were identified for attaching seals
into masks. One approach utilizes discrete fasteners to retain several layers

of material together yet still enable the user to replace the seal if

necessary. This approach, illustrated in Figure 11, is intended for use on

the multi-layer softshell mask. The second approach is intended for use with
attaching a seal to a hardshell mask. This second approach utilizes a

snap-fit ring that captures the seal around the perimeter of the mask (see

Figure 12). This approach is considered to be a continuous attachment method.

Both of the above described attachment methods place the seal between the mask
wearer's face and the facepiece, thus sealing the area surrounding the face.

The attachment means is located on the outside of the seal area, and thus
small leaks in and around the attachment means do not decrease the protection

of the mask wearer.

Development/Fabricate Prototype Attachment Mechanisms

In order to demonstrate the proposed attachment mechanisms it became
necessary to obtain the materials that were desire4 to be attached together in

their approximate configurations, that is, shaped like a seal and mask. Since

development of the mask and seal are currently under development, we were
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unable to obtain pertincnt samples to demonstrate feasibility of the proposed

attachment mechanisms. Therefore, we consider this phase of the program to be

a feasibility study of various attachment mechanisms that apply to seal

attachment to masks. We also intend for the content of this report to provide

a design strategy for consideration during further development of attachment

mechanisms for the mask and seals.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusions of this program are twofold: First, it is feasible

to develop a seal that conforms to the area surrounding the face. Second, it

is possible that the developed seal could be attached to a mask by a variety

of techniques. Materials exist that woul1 facilitate design of such a seal

and fabrication techniques are available to realize these designs in both

prototyping and manufacturing modes. The seal could incorporate either

separately or in combination compliant gels, foams, and pneumatic bladders to

conform to the area surrounding the human face. The attachment mechanism

could be on the exterior side of the seal, thus allowing the seal to seat

between the face and the mask.

It is recommended that future work be conducted in the area of seals

and attachment mechanisms for the respiratory protection system (RESPO 21).

Further design and development is needed to specify a desired system or

systems that would provide decided advantages with regard to improved

protection, conformability, and mechanical isolation. The materials and

fabrication techniques described in this report are available to assemble

working prototypes of seal designs and attachment mechanisms for both

hardshell and softshell masks. It is recommended that these seals be

fabricated and attached to sample masks for further evaluation. If sample

masks or demonstrator models do not exist, it is recommended that these be

developed with the seal and attachment mechanisms in mind. The availability

of sample masks will help facilitate the development of mask seals and

attachment mechanisms.
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MAY 3, 1966 GENERAL AND MECHANICAL 12,

(j) said second parting surfaces having cooperative (b) Head harne..s means I) hold said facepiece means
detent means adjacent said forward end of said in engagement with the face of the wearer;
shorter section and operable upon the lateral regis- (c) Flexible canister retainer dependingly mounted on
tration of said shank sections for locking said jaws each exterior end of said tube means laterally of said
in a closed position, facepiece means and having an inperforate outer

(k) said detent means including a projection from one wall ajid an inner perforate wall, whereby said canis-
of said second parting surfaces and a complementary ter retainer means msy swing away from the side
recess in the other thereof which interlocks with said of said facepiece means, and whereby a rifle stock
projection when said sections are in register with one

another.

3,249.10S .a
DEVICES FOR MEASURING BLOOD PRESSURE

MKcbael L Polanyl, Webster, Mass, assignor to Amer-
eta Opdcal Company, Southbridge, Mass., a voluntary
aociatlon of Massachusetts

Filed Apr. 19, 1963, Ser. No. 274,2127 Claims. (Cl. 129-2.05)

6 can be inserted between said canister retainer means
and said facepiece means for the accurate firing of
said rifle during the use of said mask;

(d) Supporting meaus for said retainer means attached
to said facepiece cseans and to said retainer means-
and

(e) Canister means operatively mounted in said canis-
ter retainer mean.

3,249,107
OXYGEN REGULATORS FOR RESPIRATORY

EQUIPMENT UNMIS
Rent Gaston Delest, Meudon, Seine et Oise, France,

asignor to Intertecbique, Plaisir, Seine et Oise,
France, a French company

Filed Mar. 31. 1964, See. No. 356,292
1. A remote pressure transducer apparatus comprising Claims priority, application France, Apr. 4, 1963,

supporting the dia- 930,430. Patent 1,361,969light-reflecting diaphragm, means spointede-2 Claims. (Cl. 12&--142)

Phragm for exposing only one side thereof to a fluid

pressure, said supporting means permitting displacement
of the diaphragm on the supporting means in response
to said pressure, said di'phragm having a selected
elasticity such that said diaphragm can be displaced by
laid pressure to an extent wh.ch is proportional to said
Pressure, a light source located remotely from said dia-
pliragm, light-conduciing optical fiber means conducting
light from said source and directing said light onto the A a,.opposite side of the diaphragm for reflecting a propor-
tional part of said light therefrom toward a first station

in accordance with said displacement of the diaphragm, 1. In a respiratory apparatus of the type comprising:
light-conducting optical fiber means conducting said re- an oxygen regulator which has a controlled-delivery .alve
&cted light from said first station to a second station for regulating the oxygen flow and which is connectable
Iies.ted remotely from said diaphragm, and photoelectric to an oxygen source; a cavity formed within the regulator

10cans resoonsive to said reflected light conducted to said and constituted by a compartment and an overpressure
second station for providing an electrical signal corne- chamter separated from each other by a flexible mem-
SPOfding to said fluid pressure. brane operatively connected with said valve so as to effect

the closure and the opening of said valve; pressure relief
means comprising an ove-pressure safety valve for con-

3,249,106 necting said overpressuie chamber with the atmosphere,
RIFLEMAN'S GAS MASK and an auxiliary valve controlled by an aneroid capsule

Afnmtd V. Motsinger, Aberdeen, Md., assignor to the
United States of America as represented by the Secre. for connecting the overpressure chamber with the at..os-

tary Of the Army phere; a breathing mask; a supply pipe for connecting said
Filed July 29, 1963. Ser. No. 298,508 mask to the outlet of said valve; and an auxiliary conduit

4 Claims. (Cl. 128-141) positively connected to said mask and to the said com-

I. A protective gas mask having particular use during partment, on one side of the membrane;
lte firing of a rifle, having in combination: the provision of a comr ,:ating conduit positively con-

(a) Facepiece means having eyepiece means and inte- nected to the mask and to the overpressure chamber
gral flexible inlet tube means communicating with on the other side of the membrane, and a conduit
said eyepiece means and extending outwardly from connected between the upstream side of the valve
said facepiece means; and the compensating conduit.



PATENTS
GRANTED JUNE 27, 1972

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3.671.974 3,671.976

FOOTBALL TRALNLNG HAALT FULL VIEW DrVvS MASK

Dan D. Sins. P.O. Box 636. Throckmorton, Tex. Clarence S. Johnsoun. 414 WesPont Loma
Flled Sept. 4, 1970, Ser. Na. 69,788 Diego, Calif, and Lary L,

Int. CL A42b Verde Road, Escondido, Ca I 0(7,

U.S. CL 2-3 R 1 Claim Fed Oct. IS, 197, Ser. No. 81,032
Int. CL A61f 9/02

U.S. CL 2-14 C
0,

A la view diver's mask having a taspant

nember configured &a conform to the general .m E,
A football training har.nes in which detachable rigid con- diver's face. cz. ies a peripheral, resilient eaj t

neetions adjustible in length extend from t'ie shoulder pads to s relationship. A frOntL planar setion a aO •*

the rear of the football helmet to prevent hyperfleion and the curved porions permit distortion-free frontal and

bending of the head of the player forwardly during blocking viiio.
and tackling. The connection includes rings secured to the
helmet and shoulder pads and swivel snap hooks connected to
the shoulder pad rings by means of a wire so as to be adjusta- 3,671.977

ble in length, with the sap hooks snaping into the rings HEADDRESS WTTH L1'PROVED HEAD L'CUCLZC
fastened to the helmet. BAIND

Julia S. Degion, 175-39 Dalny Road, Jamaica Es ..T
Filed May 21. 1570, Se-. No. 39,34

3.671,975 Int. CL A42b 5/00
SKI PA.N"3 U.S. Cl. 2-207 I (f

Werner Vonrteler, Erzesd, N.O., Ausu'a, "iignor to Anbe

Sportmode Voryteher KG, Wlefn, Ausuona
Filed June 24, 1970, Ser. No. 49.334

Claims priority, application Austria, Jan. 16, 1970, 425/70
Int. CL. A41d I/ ,

U..L2-232 ICW111111(

Each trouser leg of a ski pants type of garment is provided A headdress characterized by two componert 11110
with a combined windbreak and cuff which provides for ir- ly. a head encircling band and strap and a comms- "1

proved appearance, wind and snow protection, and flexibility covering scarf which has a restricted portion sUWOLW # A

in the area where the trouser legs overlap ski boots. Each wise attached to a median top portion of the bard. Te -'

windbreak is aiti.hed to a lower inside portion of a trouser leg made up of inelastic and elastic portions %ith sere

and to an upper band of the cuff. Tle cuff includes upper and connectible ends provided with quick-5-e--'W 1
lower bands which limit up and down movements of the cuff The scar is made of attractive fabric. is retlindis ra k
when it is in an enclosing position over the top portion of a ski ly by the band and has loose free flowing ends -ti:c W

boot. ranged at will to achieve an eye.pleasing Oftect.

1240
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,wef oven door to be automatically partially opened at the tached to the object. A p~ckup coil s provided around the
ldof a cookinit cycle, and wherein the door stop area of movement of the object so that movements of the

magnet induce a voltage in the coil. The output of tht, coil is
delivered to circuit means w~hich gercerates pulses when

-- receiving the signal from the coil. An alarm means as

operated by the 'sultes to provide an alarm signal which
fhes off and on with each pulse :*cei.ed. but remains on

meduasm also permits full manual opening of the door whestn no pulse is received, Thus, the alarm means indicates
agit the force of a spring. the movem.nt of the object by the flashing signal and In.

eicates no movement by a continuous signal.

3,658,051
14ETHOD OF TREATING LIVING THINGS USING HIGH 3,653,053

INTENSITY PULSED MvAGNETIC FIELD CATHETER FOR USE :N DETECTING DISSOLVED GAS
Klinuh Sheldon !.lacL-ters. 13S East 65th Street. New York. IN FLUIDS SUCH AS BLOOD

CNt utoY npa.o plctinSr o 5715 ~r Gordon J. Fergussasn. Lutherville. Mdf.. and Austin L. %ahr-
Conlnuaionin-art f apliatin Sr. N. 57,15. ar. haftigl. Sall Lake City. Utah. assignors to Scientific Research

* '. 1966. now sbandoned , which is a continuation-in-part of Instruments Corporation, Baltimore. Md.
i9Piction St. No. 301,108, Aug. 9, 1963. now abandoned *Filed Aug. 28, 1969, Ser. Nt. 853.784

shich is a conti.:uaiion-in-part of application Ser. No. Int. Cl. A61b 05/00
'.492, Feb. 20. 1959. now abandoned. This application U.S. Cl. 128-2 G I I Cla

Nov. 13, 1967. Ser. No. 682.110

L.&CL ~s-l~s Int. Cf. A61b 17/J2 4Cam

A blood catheter including a cannula covered with a thin
b laver of silicoice rubber or other mt riat permeable to one

or more of the gases that are or might be round in blood and
waherein the caniula preferably includes a helical arrange-
ment of apertures for enabling the diffusion of gas through
the membrane and into the center portion of the cannula.

A method of treatment including positioning the part of The Weical pattern of apertures around the periphery of the
Si aint Or anima to be treated be(ten the poles of an cannula enables the catheter to contact the interior wall of a

rectromagniet. The part is then subjected to a oulsating mag. blood vessel without restricting blood flow past more than a

't4 cuelintdthed in the ele ctromagriet by an intermittent small1 fraction of the total number of apertures Other hole
dirct urrnt hepeak intensity of each pulse being at least configurations can be used, for enamplc. when a plurality of
12u Preferably each pulse has a duration of at least holes are located at spaced asial locations alon,2 the cannulat

second, and about onre puke per tih second is administcred. and at spaced Intervals around the circumference of the can-
nu la at the various aiiial locations.

3.6581.052
INEATHING ACTI% ITI MONITORING AND ALARM 3.658,054

VENICE ADJUSTABLE HELMET FACE MASK
Ali.Alter, Cheltenhsam, Pa.. asignor to American Elec. Arthur S. Iberalt. Radnor. Pa.. assignor to Ceneral TechnicalI
tclae1.horapories Inc.. Colmar, Pa. Sers ices. Incorporated. Upper Darbty, Pa.

Filed June 16. 1970, Scr. No. 46,6 10 riled May ' w 1170. Ser. No. 36,281

CL.a 12,12 7t Al Claims U.S.. Cl. 1l 2g8 - 2.5RI Claim
An 5Cilitcctinr mean% for detecting the mnosemcnt of An adjustable helmet for mounting ph~siologicail sensors

mitate Ohjcti wahich includes a permanent mnagnect at- empl-;yed to take ph%,,iological measuremenrts of patient The
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adu.t*ile helm~et cc'niists of' a front portion of flexible 3.65~8.036
plaic miterial hj,,ing three flexsie arms adapted to fit otter HIP JOINT PROSTHESIS

the ctseckbi~nes and forehead of the wearer, The ends of Arnold H. Huggler. %lasansersir. 168. 700 Chur, and BS*.
tac;h of the flrsil'e aims are prnN ided iath a number of flots hard G. lieber. Gellertstr. 4, 9000 St. Gallen. th of SvI1.Ifmr adjusting the front portion to a particular person's head. serland Filed Apr. 21. £969. Ser. No. $17.654

Claims priority, application S-itzerland, Apr. 25. 1968,
6197168

Int. Cf. Attif 1124. 1/00

34U.LS. CI. 128-92 CA 4 Cait

o 2~.:3,

The rear poirtion of the adjustable helmet. alto of flexible
plasoic. fits snugl% oser the back of the wearer's head and
comijxns fasteners %hich snap into anv of the slots in the flea.
ilble arn s Botih the front and rear portions contain grommrets
for mountinig phssaioligical sensors in positions %here the
ph%%io~logical measurement is to be made.

3,659.055

At TOMI %TIC ARRHN*THNI 4 DIAGNOSING SVSTEN1 The shaft which is of metal is fitted with a spherical joist
Zen mon Abe; Takaji Suruki; Ntasavukl Ttuneoka. all of head of synthetic material %hile the socket is alto of metal

kokuunji-%hi; Etichi Kimura. Tok~o; Teizo Akazome. The c)rteicjithad is spaced slightly from a collar of the
Tok~io; kanji Oba'ashi. Tok'... and Cenro Kmai Tol&s, shaft to permit compressing of the joint head by the Collar
all of Japan. amsignors to Hitachi. Ltd.. Tok~o. Japan u pon the occurrence of shock loadings. The joint head a

Filed Apr. It. 1969, Set. No. 8 15-291 lubricated through a channel at the upper end and through
Claims priority, application Japan, %tay 20. 1968. 43,33600 an internal spiral groove

Int. CI. A61b 5034
U.S. Cl. 123-2.0( A 13 Claims 3.658.057

Hugo S. Cimnber. 22 Seven Gables Road. Staten Island, %.V.
Filed Nov. 4. 1969. See. No. 873,848

U.S. Cl. 128-129 S Clai'm

r-r IIi t-7

L=J I, *,

IN

An automatic arrs thi, diagnosning system for diagnosing
heart diies.. empli,%% a pluralaiN of detector etements for de-
tectimg hoth the comrnents and the time inersal betw~en
components of the portions of an electrocardiagraph wave.
The %31ues of cardiac pr~tenlials which are detected durtngI one cardiac cvcle are co~mpared with those of' a later cardiac
t;se when the freqtienc.' of the presenc: of the arrhsthrna A self inflating diaphragm having an inner tube COMturifil
it' high The number of cardiac potentials of a cardiac cycle is air or 1at under pressure and an outer flexible tube. a 041

asevred o5cr a predetermined number during an earlier car. remos able by a string from the inner tube permits the elira

diac cscle w hen the frequency of the presence of arrh% thmia gas from the inner tube to expand the outer t'be to OCII-
is lIow Digital logic circuitr) is emploved to be responsive to the passage. an occluding membrane may be used aCrf*" 110
code tignals repreventatiser of various portions of the elec. inner tube to facilitate retention of fluids and for contra"~

trocardialtarh ignil to produce signals indicative of dif. lion. With or without the membrane the device mnay COO

fcrent forms of heart disease sltute a supporting structure.
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,725,953 3.723.955

FULL VIEW DIVER'S MASK CONNECTION OF TUBULAR ELEMENT To AGC
Clarence S. Johnson, and Arthur F. Lsggulh, both of Sam Donald S. Grant. Des Plaines, IUl, sawgo A tjl

Diego, Calif. asignors to The United States of America mm Machine Company. Hartford. Coma. gotSYo , kv%
rep"eeted by the Secretary of the Navy Filed Jan. 7.,1972, Ser. No. 2116.008i

Filed Jam. 24.1972, Ser. No. 220,026 InS. CL A41d 1104; A41h 9/00

U.. L2-4 nt. Cl. A611 9/00 3 lisU.S, CL 2-9111001

IlIs

1h

A face mask havirg a rigid transparent member defining a A tubular garment element baa a front panel fold~4 ,
frontal portion and two curved side portions alows for wide. versely, upon itself and provided with a diagonally7 lIangle vision with little distortion. An outwardly bulging nose which is attached to a diagonally cut end of a frf.rp
portion is provided to permit a close Cftting on the face and to rear panel. The tubular garment element is sewn ato ia
reduce the mask's entrained mass A resilient seal formed with garment element along a line of stitching which inierc. 0.
an annular cross-sectional configuration is fitted about the connected diagonal ends at a point spaced from tie rep
penphery of the transparent member to ensure a seated itting the garment to reduce the difficulty of maintaining
on a number of differently contoured faces by resiliently c-)m- between the garment elements during sewing.
pensating for the dissimilar facial features. Including the dis-
closed seal minimizes discomfort when the mask is worn for3.295
prolonged periods of time since the seal does not dig into the LAMINATED HELMETI fleshy portions of the face. Dorotshy Ana Carrier Rehme 772 Greme i Avies. pi

3,72S.954 Flled May 1., 1971.Seer No.. 142,16
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING GARMENT COLLARS tnt. CL A42b 1102__

OR LAPELS U.S. CL. 2-200 JcaI Walter Daldmni. %'ia Raffacllo Sanzio 2/A. Milan. Italy
Fled Sept. IS. 1970.5cer. No. 72.26

lad. CL Ad IbIs/00
U.S. CL 2-143 1 Clam

An intermediate textile article for the fabrication of gar-
ment collars or lapels is pruduced by thermally bonding a first
layer of textile material in uninterrupted surface-to-surface
contact to one side of an inner layer of bonding material and The specification discloses a head covering in the lam d a
by thermally bonding a second layer of textile material to the helmet of unique construction adapted for wear tiiMo 11,

other side of the inner layer, but only at several spaced loca- persons of either sex during leisure time or while sleepial r6
tionss. The bond between portions of the inner layer and the helmet is multi-layered, with an outer layer of laitm W"
second testile layer is thereupon destroyed to allow for inser. long-haired fur or other similar heat insulating material I" a

tion of a portion of an upper collar which consists of cloth and inner layer of woven fabric. The helmet is constricted tos
is secured to the first and second textile layers by sewing. be supported at each side on the bridge of the wearIi 0*
Those portions of the inner la.yer and the second textile layer and in frontoan the wearer's brow so as to provide inso W"'

whllrcae bndee toeachothreirunnteruptdbsrfaehe- hlmeteThtrer prtintoithnhelet ahen cupperwhchbretoteoerlppeebythrinsetedporionof he uperbeteenthecrow oftheweaersheadandthem 01de0

surface contact. verted V-shaped opening for veitilation of the IPset110
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PATENTS
Gfl-ANTED JANUARY 8, 197-t

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
.11.7113.449 3.711,45

BULLEITPROOF PK0TICTI% [ ARMIOR AND MET1hOD INSECT l'HOTECTl% f. (.AkMENT
01 ANllC~ SAME Eugene F. Malm. 2 n 040 floysiew Dr., Suite 201, ran

Rickard C. flat i. 861 Iiiihirhers. Romnulus. Mich. derdale. Fla.
Filed Ms) A. 1972. Sec. So. 2SI.077 Continuation a( Set. No. 1.111.677. April 29. l9 7

1.abaadftI Int. Cl. FA lbk 1102 This application Dec. 20.I 172..Ser. No. 316.676
tLS. Cl. 2 -2.5 4 Claimno lot. CI. A42h 3/00

U.S. Cl.2-4 ins

.

A hllc-pr~ti irotfr~mciof p~d mdeof nuberor ,,An in.cct protecti~ir garment foir use in a warm clima,,
Ao~ hccts rovcf rur % Cr. ugc na il oimnte nber o prna in ntting materil coupled to skin separat

lc~oe tect wocn f h~i. Sae. trieil~orinte nyr~n*fC memtr% such a%. circular fingx or elongated rib membe,
Ithrcad%. the tasI being cniced within a clotih enmclof'c. and which hoild the netting material tiff the users skin to pre%,,

means o odn the cnv-ccontairning th ai r,n hio., uw% (rom rechingo aingcnat"t h kr.

3.7112.4S0 3.783.452

1k illiam Raymond 0'Connor, 1" Sargent Ate.t. Paul, Alden It. Samon: K~enneth J. Foster. both of Dedham, and a
Ninst frd Rt. Queltette. Saugus. all of Mas.assignors sea

Conuinuation of See. No. 216.633. Jan. 10. 1972. shandoned. United States of Americo as represented b) the Secrets
This application Feb. 5. 1973. Ser. No. 329.320 the Nat% %% ashingion. D.C.

lot. Cl. A42b .3100 Filed Ape. It. 1972. See. No. 242.999
2-3 I 12 ClaimlS. l - Ina. Cl. AJ2b 310 Cai

II

IIS

A hockey helmet is ditclosed in 'ahich an outer shell is Appsaratus for attaching removable photochromic gnu',
formed of lightweight material generall'. by injection molding to a corsenional crash helmet includes a post on one tsdit
%ith three protective ribs exiending longitudinally over the the helmet adjacent the face opening thereof and sn -r

top of the helmet, the tw . outer ribs having openings formed center latch on the other side of the helmet which 911140

iherein The openings progrescuily decrease in area as they apexes of triangular eyelets formed in straps extendling f"t

extend from the front to the back of the helmet. The inside of the distal ends ofthe goggles. The over-center latch hsir
the helmet has three Protective pads secured to the inside of with a camming surface formed thereon. notched to -etows
the outer protective shell so that a patr of passage% ae formed apesn of one of the eyelets and pivoted such that upon 1111101

in cooperation with the ribs in cooling the upper part of the of the lever aft% ards the notch is moved aft. ards. stretcht
head of the wearer The central pad covers the central rib and the straps, within side brackets formed on the helImet fo '''
forms an air cushion for the top of the head of the wearer. call) locating the goggles in front of the wearer's eyes.

32
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3.833,935 synchronized side Sear trains to prevent jamming of the glass

1TIGRATED HELMET AND MASK STRUCTURE in the sli s. The motor is mounted on the face shield and
los K. Ansite, Glendale. and John J. Mitchell. Jr., Ar. energized trom a power source, similarly mounted., *

ehe both o( Calif.. assignors to Sierra Engineering Coin. circuit means having two parallel branches. one bra
me..sierra 1iladre. Calif. energizing the motor to drive the viewing glass to onec

Filed Maey 22. 1972.5Ser. No. 255.838 Polite positions, and the other branch to the other o
lont. CL A62b 7100 polite positiona. Limiting switches. respectively conn

A C 2-69 Claims the parallel branches and mounted on the face shiel
respective opposite positions of the viewing glass. are I
b) the viewing glass reaching either of said positions

* the limit switch in the parallel branch energized to d
__*j glass to the position just reached and simultaneously

the limit switch in the other parallel branch. An e
a 0 switch is mounted on the face shield and connectet;

a branch circuits to alternately close the circuit of or
a-f parallel branches and open the other as it is mouth.

by a welder. The limiting -And energizing switches

*j ~ .dinated to alternately drive the viewing glass to oppi

~~A l. ~ ions each time the energizing switch is operated.

3.83-0937I NAPKIN FOR TIES
Kendrick Taylor. San Jose. Calif.. assignor to The Raymond

w f!) Ing personnel there is provided a hard shell helmet Lee Orgmniuation. Inec. New York, N.Y., a part interest
viae Vadded and held out of close contact with the head. Filed Mar. 16. 1973, Ser. No. 34 2,036

"41113ed visor assembly has an articulated attachment o C2-6 Int. CL. A4Id 2 7112ICli
""etmovable between an operative position overth U..C 241Cli

.c-e and a lifted posiivon extendi~ng over the top of
si helmet removed fronm the fac~e. Compound leverage
'131, making up the attachment determine a path of

*""leI foar the visor assembly such thit it tiavels an
"9111 iah lloinl itto first lift clear of contact with

11can he rae uwrdyto its lifted position. An to
t"eseal exed rudthe penimeter of the visor

It.th sel ein iflaedwith air from the ot)cn
fu the tchigmask when in onecration over the
' 4 he -earer and being collaipsed *hen 4ielited pro-

-av additiotnal clearance for ease of removal from the -
"d rf~ Storage in its lifted position. _

14%.Luice12525 N.W '. LMimi Fila f33167 A: attachable protective napkin for a man's tit which may
Filef Je. . 173. er.No.321433be readily fastened so as to protect the tie when being worn

tJ L28 Int. Cl. AG It 9/06 while eating from the splatter of food or other liquids. The
4 Climsdevce s ashaped section of laminated absorbent and water.

proiof pae rplastic sheeting. One end of the tie napkin is
triangular shaped, so as to tuck about the tie and under the

I collar of the wearer, with the napkin shaped to the general
;v outline of a man's tie and of slightly lUrger dimension and

fitted with flexible semi-rigid tie members that bend about the

protected tie so as to retain the napkin in position.

I q 3,33.3*9
John David Shweid. Sin Francisco, Calif.. ssIgnor to John

U Morris Company. Ine.. San Francisco. Calif.
Filed Aug. 10. 1973. Ser. No. 387.576

Ins. Cl. AJ4b 19132
U.S. CI. 2 -9 g Claims

erfical prtecIle viewing glass is slidabty mounted in An efficient and effective means for connecting and sealing
O-e CtY le~d at the tides of a viewing slot in a face the front trunk and collar portions of a turnout coat is dis-

I T e viewing grass is driven between nppoisitc wi'rk per. closed One side of the coat front fits between two parallel
I~ and work viewing Positions bt a motior and flaps - hich form the other side of the coat front. Strips of en.

327
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3.38,466 lower end. said face hood portion being telcscopable witlk

NON-FOGGING FACE SHIELD said top cap portion, and an external roll formed by a first %q

Reginald E. Puirier. Houlkon. Maine. assignor to Stuart A. at the lower end of said top cap portion and a second fold
White, Island Falls, Maine, a part ingerest the upper end of said face hood portion whereby said lintl
Continuatlion-in-pars of Ser. No. 327.211, Jan. 26, 1973, disposed inwardly of said top cap portion and outwardly,

abandoned. This application Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343.523 said face portion, and elastic stitching extending through a
Ing. Cl. A61f 9/00 cap along said line and through said first fold of said top

U.S. Cl. 2-1 0 2 Claims portion for securing said face hood portion within said tops
portion and for securing said first and second folds together,

said face hood portion is telescoped or extended.

3,838.468

PROSTHESIS AND MEMBRANE STRUCTURE TO
REPLACE THE STAPES

Beverly W. Armstrong, Charlotte, N.C.. assignor to Rlekaq
-,t anufacturing Company. Memphis, Tenn.

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Set. No. 323,940

U.S. Cl. 3-.1 7 Clai

i. In a face shield, the improvement comprising a pair of ,
aspirating exhaust ducts for the withdrawal of breath-laden air ;
from the interior of said shield each of said exhaust ducts

having an intake opening in or upon the inner surface of said
shield generally in front of the wearer's nostrils and mouth, a
confined passage extending substantially laterally from said
intake opening to a discharge opening located adjacern an
edge of said shield and an inner sidewall extending rearwsrdly 1. In combination with membrane structure of a prosthes
beyond said discharge opening. for use in otological surgery to replace the stapes of the mi,

ear, said prosthesis comprising a proximal end include
means for attachment to the incus, a distal end fixedly g

3C83A,467 tached to said proximal end and including a pair of leg men
CAP AND ELASTIC FACE HOOD straddling a bight portion of the membrane structure, su

Donald Zientara. Greenidak. Wis.. assignor to ZwicLer Knit. distal end being interrupted along a line extending tram
ting Mills, Appleton, Wis. versely of said prosthesis to establish said pair of legs, porting

Filed Nov. 1. 1972. Ser. No. 302.7S3The portion of the term of said pair of legs defining a pair of remotely disxpea
of this patent subsequent to July 24. 1990. has been disclaimed, notches respectively leading into remote ends of said internt

In. Cl. A42b 1/06 l ion for initia.ly receiving and guidingly constraining the bil
U.S. C. 2-202 aS Clama portion of the membrane structure and certain jig structS

for subsequent entry into said interruption whereby said in
of legs may be spread apart to straddle the bight portion of*
membrane structure.

II 3,838.469
VNDERMATITRESS

Johannes B. H. J. Rademaker, Winchoten. Netherlands, *

signor to 5.V. Rawi Fabrieken v/hC. Rademaker & Zam
. jWinscholen. Netherlands

i i I Ii -Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Set. No. 325.447/Claims priority. applicatio Nethelands June 30, l9r

u .5 729273

Int. C. A47e 19100
U.S. C. 5-191 6 Clo

I. A cap formed of an elongated tubular body of knitted I. An undermattress consisting of a rigid frame of op
material comprising a top cap portion and a face hood portion rectangular construction and a plurality of rigid horizons
joined together along a line. said top cap portion and said face members extending between and joined to opposite sidelc
hood portion comrrising different stitching whereby said face said frame in spaced relation to each other parallel with*
hood portion is more dense and elastic than said top cap ends of said frame whereby said open rectangular constm
portion, said face hood portion having an open lower end and tion afforded by said frame is subdivided into a number'
at least one opening located between said line and said open smaller open rectargular subframes. and a rigid matin

16
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GRANTED FEBRUARY 18. 1975

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3.366.241 having a meth)[ene bridge between two aromatic rings to

(X LOV.R PAD CVSHION achieve an equivalent ratio of 0."0 to 1.04 NH,1l.O NCO.
; igrisfil Ave., 212 Vanderbuill Tower 11.

we. 9. 1973. 5er So.. 414,347

a,

4SAI'sle shoulder pad cushion (fr one shoul.
*0iR in readily detachable pairs for use

.)'fnorca a dal portion for etencrding 6. The sufety shield of claim I wherein the shield haa the
* ~eadatdirection with respect to a contour of a face mask.yoser the top or one shoulder of the_________

Niflhating fore and aft, symmetrically
(Offr projecting over the chest and 3.366.243

said exteniona comprising part of said HEADGEAR WITH AUTO,%IATIC SIZING MEANS
,%gins inwardly offset whereby inner edges Gerard E. Mtorgan. Lake Forest. 111. assigner to Riddell Ine..a P3ir of said cushions worn on the shoul. Chicago. Ill.disposd adjacent to each other. integrally Filed Oet. 15. 1973, Ser. No. 406,625

Plulecing from Said inner edges for con. low. CL. A42b J102
h2 to each other at the ettensions U.S. CL 2-3 Rt 23 Claims

1valve means Provided at one point in

'%T3.366,242
ftOT.VE SHIELD U

r~izAv, assinor to Goodyear Aero-
' . 0 6 Obi. 

.M ''" . L P4Is 1102.Sg 4442
consistingI essentially of an optically clear.'e on fourt to three fourth inch thick. I. In a hiad f construction comprising a shell, and fitting
in of aShield and capable of Stopping a means %ilhin the shell lor engagement with the head of the

in M mtlProjectile fired at 9Oobliquity at wearer. tb., improvement %herein said fitting means com-
fro'" the Shield. Said polyurcthane: com- priscs at least one chatmber, a source of compressible fluid.
rodc fa a Poyurethane prepolymer means interconnecting said source and said chamber, said:raol et gly-col or pol)estcr Slycol of itrizoninecting means including a first mean% permitting

niScular weight with meihylene bistey- pissge of said luid from said sourcc to said chamber, and a'I'd th eqanlent ratio of 2.7 t. J.5 NCO second mcivs permnitting pissagec of said fluid from saitd chin.rn Ib a mtic amine curing agent tiet to said Source. mcans engaltvahle by the head of the

985
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wearer upon placement of the headgear on the head operating said cuff portions being integI.2.
to transfer said fluid through said first means from said Source said longitudinally extending ptr,,"
to said chamber whereby the dimensions of the head receiving portions project laterallyfrmu
space within the helmet will war%, and means for restricting ing portions at spaced initrsals L
operation of said second means upon placement of the head- b. interposing said two-pi) loner i
gear on the head to restrict passage of said fluid back to said films of thermoplastic materialan k
source to thereby substantially maintain the variation in size ping films of thermoplastic mlicrr~b
change while the headgear is in place on the head, a seal line disposed outwarjl% (run t

shaped portion to form a lamiit, als
c. detaching individual lined gl .i

.3.866.244t said laminate by sesering sa.eid lv
HEADGEAR STRLCTLRE FOR 11%ELDING HELMIETS outwardly from said seal line arsvj 14W

ANI) THE LIKE shaped portions of said liner fr',r s N
Heins E. Ruck. Moton. Pa.. assignor to The Fibre-Metal Prod- tending portion thereof along a live

ucts Co.. Concords il*. Pa. cuff portion.
Filed Nov. 8. 1973. Set. No. 414,165

lnt. Cl. A611 9/00. A4ld IJ1OG
U.S. Cl. 2-3 8 Claims

3.866.146
C SHOLLDER DISARTICLLATIO% Plitna

Woodrow Seciao. Rockville. and (.w'"4V
son Island. both of Mil.. assignon is lb IN
America as represented b) the See mrar,"
Inglon. D.C.

Filed Nov. 14. 197 2. Ser. N&

U.S. Cl. 3- 1.1 e.C 6110.

1. A hce'dgcar structure for supporting a welding helmet and
comprising a headband for circumnposition about a wearer's
head. .a briJLe piece extending bortusen spaced region% of said ~
headhand for extensiosn across the wea;rer's head. a pair of
elongate citcitsions located on opposite sides of said head-
baind and each looped outwardl)s and up. ardly with its termi-
nil portion proximate to the adjacent region of said bridic
piece, securing mess securing said terminal portions of said *

extensions to said bridge piece, and pisot mcns extcnding -

through the outer portion of each looped extension for rota-
tisel) supporting a welding helmet. said headband and bridge
piece and ceCsioi being inicgrallk fabricated of plastic. said *

securing means detachahl) Securing said terminal portions to
said hridge piece, said esienvions being fleiblec to lie sustan-
till flat and coplanar with said headband and bridge pice in
nonuse condition. said estenvions each comprising an out-
standing portion hingedll% connected to a lower Asdjaicent re-
gion of idie headband, an upstanding portion hingedly con-
nctied to and upstanding from the nu~c, evictin) of said
ouisi' ding portion. and an inwardl% extending portion
hingedl) connected to and extending inwardly from the upper
esiremit) of said upstanding portian to said terminal portion.

3.8166.245
PLASTIC GLOVFS AND METHOD OF %I KING SAMNE

Donald Robinon Sutherland. 315 Forman As... Toronto. M:a
Ona ileanda 1e 2 92Se o 1. A control system for "c'u", .04

Fna io. d C n dae 2 9 2 or , .31 , 2 i s i o m ofa user. Cut"," -

lnt. Cl. B32h J 13 A- Id 19/00 ta r liovement Ma prsthsis means (01t
U.S. Cl. 2 - 169 11 Claims dtspliceement sensing heLd t

movement of a point on th Ii

M S sis. the sensing means comrrieS""
\ ~ _i -,/.,a a magnet. IoneSt

means the 6

connec ted to a point on Sue'

'it 2 L....... in gnectte field senositive me n (

mantcfield on disP13nc ,dio

cooneoftha t on OSuch

1. A method of manufacturing a glove comprising the stepx connecting means is )Ojaie 11I S
of ~mean-, for actuating Said print

Oa frirga I ~l ner web cossigof a w-l)lni sensed skin movemet; an1, 4;
todill) extending portion and a pluralit) of two-ply means for providing a psIiio the ire -

hind shitedJ portions. eac~h oif saiid hind shaped por:ions ating means for deritif)'"gth
haviiig diiinet fitiger portions atid a cuff portion, each osf pairted to said Prosthesis
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,889.2%6 having narrow strips of Velcro material affixedt

Mdj-A WAY FACE MASK SUBASSEMBLY FOR open end of said glove having affixed to the ou
FOOTBALL HIELMIETS

- t.% Matin RL 1. P.O. Box 37. Las Anasama. Colo.

Fled Feba. 13, 1974, Set. No. 442.066-
hit. CL A42b 1108

4CL2-9 I Claim

' thereof a band of Velcro material completely encircling said
open end.

* I 3,889.2911
HAIR BAND) PROTECTOR

-t Stufaala Mlska. 123649 S. Bishop, Calumnet Park. Ill. 60643
Filed Apr. 29, 1974, Ser. No. 465,113

nlet CL A42b 1124
U.S. CL 2-174 4 Caina

I-.A tear-away face mask assembly for football helmets and
31149e which comprises: a pair of bracket-forming; members a
Rch having a channel formed therein effective when mounted -
4 Oulversely-spaced opposed relation to one another upon .

Sexterior face of the earflaps of a football helmet to cooper.

therewith and define substantially parallel forwardly-(
'11"Ing sockets alongside thereof. a face mask having a hon. -

11 defile a Pair of transversely-spaced parallel tongues ,osi-
1*fted and adapted for simultaneous insertion into the socketsa
a the bracket members and a vemtcally-disposed upwardly
4W ntarwardlycrved arcuat strut depending from the mia.
XmIt Of said arched portion terminating at the forehead. I. A hair protector bsnd comprising an elongated flat strip
011vlini portion of the helmet when attached thereto, said defining an upright wall of thin cross section. said wall having
'*kttl and tongues when interengialed cooperating to pro. inner and outer wall surfaces, interlocking means located on

a q ic ise nn ct cou li g her be wen c piertve W the outside of said wall and at opposite end portions of the
enril instantaneous detachment of the mask upon applica. waill said strip being encirclable upon itself to define a circle
i Of a pulling force thereto in a direction to separte same band position for encirclement about .% head of hair of a user

il'Oit h helmet. anJ, a quick -disconnect coupling connecting sand said strip being extendable to an elongated length position
adt terminal strut end to said helmet. said coupling compris- for storage, said wall having a first upright wall surface on one

1111 Pi mountable upon the forehead-covering portion of the side thereof and having a second upright surface on the other
lhtlislet in Position to receive the terminal end of the strut and side thereof. said first wail surface in the circle band position
'a 4*111 d1y extending generally U-shaped yoke formed on being an inner wail surface for facing the hair and said second
lead '

t 
end positioned to receive said pin, Wall surface in the circle band position being an outer wall

_______________surface for embracement by a garment adapted to be sleeved
thereabout, said interlocking means coupling the opposite end

3,889,297 portions of the strip in the circle band position, said interlock.
SPROTECTIVE WEARING APPAREL ing means comprising channel means on the ouat.ide upper and

2-o. Lff Jarbo. 505 Boston Ave, Takons Park, Md. lower edges at one cnd portion of the wall and said other end
20012, and Cavnnl. Dean Croseeline, 7105 Decatsr St.. portion of the wail having upper and lower edges spaced apart

14yoftsvglle NMd. 20784 to fit between said channel means, said channel measa of said
Flied Sept. It. 1974. Ser. No, 504.959 one end portion telescopingly receiving the upper said lower

U~* l, 16 Init, CL A41d 13108 edges of the other end portion with attendant overlap of said
I - 1rteti apae7oprsn Clalims one end portion by said other end portion, said inner wall

On Ie waig apae opiigatwo -piece coms- surface being smooth and said outer wall surface being rough.
of a" oie of sid pieces consisting of a coat, and the other said smooth surface of said one end portion facing and oppos-

Ur icsconsitting of gloves for the hand, the sleeves of ing said rough surface in the band position of the strip
ZC*5 being split longitudinally along a line extending whcreby %aid surfaces are readily slidable along each otherrough he cu IT ortion of the sleeve, the ends of said split accon"Ind.ting unimpeded circumferential adjustments of

Poto.and the circumferential boundary of said cuff portion the band.

909
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wings. s.ud flap being tr.nsversely extendiole from said one 3.910.270

wing so as to cover at least a portion of said gap and to lie in PORTABLE VOLUME CYCLE RESPIRATOR
Jeffrey Lee S4eMart. e York. N.Y., magnor to ai,.ei

D1vict., Inc.. Stamford. Coni.
Continuation of Ser. No. 287.936. Sept. 1I. 1972, abando.t

application Feb. 25, 1974. Set. No. 4.75g

a -Ind. C. A6lns 16100

L ~U-S. CL 128-145.8 13 C

contactin g relationship with at least part of the other of said"' . .,..- . - "" -.."
pair of wings when the drape is placed on a patien-

3.910.269 1. A portable volume Cycle respirator powered by gas p,

iNTEGRATEID HELMET AND nASK STR .rc sure alone, comprising means for supplying medical gas to
William K. A ie. Glendale. and John J. Mitchell. J*crig Co. patient for inspiration during a first period of time. rneun.ag

dia. both o Calif.. asignorc to Sier'ra Es seersinl Co imeans for preventing. for a preselected second period

Diision of Ser. No. 25S.838. May 2_. 1972. P No time exhalation of gas by said patient subsequent to Said fr

3.833.935. This application Mae. 11. 1974. See. No. 449.777 period, valve means for permitting exhalation of gas b sa

Int. CL' A62B 7 -00 patient during a third period of time subsequent to said S.,

U.S. CL 128-142 7 Clain period of time.

3.910.271
ME'TOD OF MAJKINZ A BIPOLAR ELECTRODE

STRLUCTURE

- ~' Theodore C. Ne-ard. 521 Scripps Claremont. Calif. 91711
, Division of Set. No. 366,701. June 4, 1973, abandoner. r66

,/ eu.' application May 24. 19-4. Set. No. 473,1.4

S - Itt. CL' A61B 5104
7 U.S. CL 12-2.06 E cuam

1. An integrated helmet and mask structure for the head

aind face of a wearer, said structure compri.ing a hard helmet

shell, a visor assembly including a mask shell and having an
articulated antachment on each side to the helmet shell and

valve means on the mask shell including a supply of breathing

gas for directing such gas to the mask 5tructure. said mask

shell having an inner surface adapted to face the face of the
wearer. means for moving the mask shell toward and away 1. The combination with a fetal monitoring device. hr,-

from a position adjacent the face of a wearer, a hollow sealing a flexible guide tube dimensioned for insertion throulh 1

tube extending around the edge of the mask shell on the side vagina and cervix of a woman in labor, electrode meam &h

thereof facing the face. said sealing tube having a fixed sealed posed initially at the inner end of the guide tube for sawl

attachment to said mask shell, a hose in communication be. ment and electrical contact with a fetus upon rotation timnd

tween the valve means and the sealing tube for introducing a flexible drive tube slidable and rotatable in the ;upk k

breathing gas from the supply for the valve means into said and removably attachable to the electrode means to i"

tube, said tube having a normally collapsed condition in a rotation thereof, and conductors extending from the rlc%'tnub

direction perpendicular with respect to the inner surface of m.eans through and beyond the drive and guide rt" 1

the mask shell at all locations of attachment, said sealing tube connection to an electrical monitoring apparatus. of a ,

being withdrawn from the adjacent face of the wearer when and clamp means disposed at the outer ends of the guii 10

not subject to gas under pressure and an inflated condition drive tubes, and comprising:

when subject to gas under pressure, the tube when in inflated a. a tubular drive means secured to the flexible drive D

condition under presure of gas from said gas supply being to receive the conductors extending therethrugh:

adapted to have a sealing relationship with the face of the b. a first conductor clamping element fised to the

wearer, drive means, extending laterally therefrom and lua
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.,thly contiuing the smaller end of the midportion a short being disposed horizontally. said one aperture being disposed
aance. and a hole for a retaining screw through the end of in said one portion of said body below its respective flat men.

ber. said connecting means extending below the other fi?'
member, and abutment means extending internally in s.ti
body proximate said apertures to support the respective vai

7members in a position of rest such that each valve member
movable in one direction only to be opened. an improveme
wherein said treating means compnses an atomizer containji
a volatile aromatic product. and push-button means for ac
vating said atomizer to directly introduce ,aporzed aroma
product into said respiratory assembly along with respirat
air.

3 head being disposed substantially at right angles to the
aii.purtion in the elevational configuration.

4.011.865
DUST-PROOF PROTECTION MASK OF FACE COVERING

4.011,864 TYPE
RESPIRATORY APPARATUS Mitsu Motihita. No. 698. Takemukal. Myohoji, Sumaku.

hd Guichilard, 10 Rue Gaston Darley, a Nemours 77140. Kobe. Japan
Frame- Filed Sept. 26, 1975. See. No. 617.121

Cmtinuation.in.part of Ser. No. 392j41. Aug. 28, 1973. Pat. Ing. C|.1 A62B 7112
N'. 3,902.486. This application Oct. 23. 1974, Ser. No. US. CI. 128-142.3 I Claim

517,429
Claims priority, application France. Aug. 29. 1972, 1

'1.3599; Oct. 19. 197.72.37010; July 16. 1973, 73.25957;
iO.t 24. 1973, 73.37979; Dec. 29. 1973, 73.47116

Int. Cl.
2 

A61M 16/00
LS.CL 128-140 N 9 Claims

adapted to fit onto a wearer's face, said mask body h.iving an

air inlet opening. a first air inlet pipe connected to said air
inlet opening. an electricalh driven air blower on said first air

To inlet pipe f'or feeding air under precsure to said air inlet open-
ing an air filter on said first ais inlet pipe. a second air inlet
pipe connected to said first air inlet pipe. a manually.operated

1, In Portable nasal diffuser apparatus comprising a respirao air blower means mounted on said second inlet pipe and
isl asembly including means for communicating with the operably mounted in parallel with said electrically driven air
,"iratory tract of a user and provided with two apertures. blower, said first and second air inlet pipes each having lower
't and second respective valve means at said apertures ends, a three-way valve to which said lower ends of said first
Veriting alternately daring exhalation and inhalation by the and second air inlet pipes are connected for selectively swiitch.
M" such that when one aperture is open the other is closed, ing flow of atmospheric air to said first or second air inlet
" Of said apertures ccmmunicating via the respective valve pipes, said mask body having a peripheral edge. clkarance
Am' with the atmosphere. a reservoir having an inlet and means on said peripheral edge for leaking out air from be-
't.lfiig means for treating air admitted into the resersoir. tw een said clearance means and the user's face. said mask
uvn Connecting the reservoir to the respiratory assemblv at boidy having a viewing opening, a transparent viewing mem-

otier Of the aperture- thereof, such that upon inhalation ber. means mounting said transparent viewing member in said
dlve means associated with the said other aperture is viewing opening to provide a clearance space between said

.Vied and air is admitted to the reservoir and flows through transparent viewing member and said viewing opening for
treating means therein to the respiratory assembly and to allowing air on the *-';ide of the mask to blow out through said'U'r. and means for effecting heating of the air supplied to clearance space, a colored transparcr; welding light shieldingfe~ervoir including means for enabling the reservoir to be member mounted an the inside of said transparent viewing

d proximate the bidy of the user to capture heat member, said shielding member having a height less than the
fro. -Said treating means comprising a filter suhtance height of said transparent viewing member, said shielding

for g containing said filter substance and hasing mmhr having an upper edge dispoed above the level of the
nirtPassage of ar through said filtcr substance, said users eyes, said shielding member being effective to shut oft

.%c,
s ' '
" communicating with the respiratory tract of the harmful rays of ultra-violet, infrared rays and the like from the' lgPr~sm8 a fleTxhle nasal mask, said body including a user's eyes, said transparent viewing member having an upper

wth said one aperture therein, and a second ptirtton estending above an upper edge ofsaid shielding mem.
"n ected to said connecting means, said first and her and disposcd between said upper edge of said shielding

vlve. eCan% being spported in said body. each said memhi-r ant the upper edge of sJtd viewing ooe'ning, whcrehy
u .an Cornipr11ing a flat rember pivotahly connected in the wearer of the mask may freel) see the out-lide through s4id

ky adjacent Ill respective aperture, said flat memhers upper piirtton of said transparent viewing member
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41083,064 said mask toward said helmet for tighter engagement with the
LWANT TH{ERMAL SHIELD weares face. a cam follower carried by said pitt, and cans

b~Si, Sebidet, 19S Wildwssod Rd., Grua Neck. N.Y. 11024
Fled %fat. 22. 1975. Ser. No. 563,2M

las 3WO ILC A41D 3/0 9 lim

saO~i'a,

I ITT
t A %bcrmal shWeld for a neonsate whose thermal regulatoryTOft &AW has not yet gained stability, comprising a garmenit
* ..l.I forms of transparent material of solid monolithic

-iltCr0ss-section, tegretbigO iegnr
shtin-atndagtothe szofnnaewhetealB megu ageay vith sid am follower for mnoving said pin

Sbody and so an to be capable of being maniually held e~gl

*4's tight contact with portions of the neonate correspond- ~ 6
5~least -he area of the head of a stethoscope but not so 4ITE.0GUSAT3.L0 RAS"A7
as to be capable of molding so the configuration of the Heibert Scbtz, Trosen. and Walter Stolin, Ettingin, both1*2s face and thereby iuffocatisg the neonate, the gar- of Switzerland, sisors to Soles Banel AG, Basel, Switzer-wasbrn g a sealble %:,11Wca ope ni edge for facilitating plac. lad

" larnttOon the neonate, means for sealing the vertical FldN' ,17,St o 2,5
n fe m nec opnin ontittingoneextemit ofthe Claimsa priority, application Germany, Nov. 11, 1974,2453363

c'lWtrcbY the garment is hoodless. nt CL3 A61F 1/24; A638 51/02
U.S. CL.3-1.4 6 claim

6,033,06S
~OCIEHELMET AND FULL FACE MASK

w CONSTRUCTION
amLubecks, Germany, assignor to Driaterwerlt 04.,,~I

PW iled Now. a, 1976, Ser. No. 740,133
Jatity, application Germany. Now. 7, 1975. 2597

t .CL242 liat-CLA428 1108 li

Protective helmet and full face mask for combined use
"~fcead head of a wearer, comprising a mask adapte-d
oethfaeand having a peripheral portion for encir-

111 -jaw and forehead of the face, a helmet adapted

oelea portion of said mask, said mask having a
g a Jc 9 in the civerlying portion, said helmet 1. A process for the preparation of heterologous arterial
9b, okn mechanism comprising a member rosatably transplants comprising freeing animal arteries of surroundingted0 On aid helmet having a cavity extending toward said tissue. ligating collateral branches, subjecting the resulting

%PSM Iti o the axis of said member, s pin of substantially arteries to prtoyi to remove elastic fiber Asnd muscle tissue
4
1 wdh s h be ar ng recess and being movable in said to obtain collagen tubes and tanning said tubes to effec cross-

*4, 5ai locking position in which it projects out of linking, the said proteolysis and tanning steps being effwced by
ked lo 92geentinto said bearing recess and an protcolytic and tanning solutions which continuously flow in

%ng Position withdrawn into said cavity, said member one direction both through said arteries and along the outer
S0tabewith said pin engaged in said recess to move surface of said arteries.

397
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4,136.402 eluding a socket-forming member on one of said helmet and
SUI" WITH IN NER HOOD mask and a coupling pin on the other of said helmet and mask,

q. L laslvan Brasted. and Jon Stibdal. Fagerstrand, both said socket-forming member having an oval outwardly tapered
Isrogy, assignors to Vikiag-Askim A/S, Aalin, Norway receiving socket bore with an internal widened portion defin.

Filed Sep. 8. 1977. Ser. No. 831,557 ing a catch groove therein, said coupling pin having a necked.
-so pioifty application Norway, Sep. 9, 1976, 763090 down portion, at least one engagement member in said necked-

Int. CLI B63C 11/04 d,,wn portion movable radially outwardly into engagement
4. L-LI R 14 Claims with said catch groove, a sleeve slidable along said coupling

pin to engage over said engagement member and retain it in
said necked-down portion, biasing means between said sleeve
and said coupling pin to urge said sleeve over said engagement
member, said coupling member including a head portion of a
diameter greater than said necked-down portion displaceable

3I

I A uitary dry protective water and air impervious suit
6 to cover the entire body of a wearer exi.ept the hands

- face, comprising toward said engagement member when said coupling pin is
dy part having an upper portion sealingly surrounding positioned within said socket-forming member and said sleeve
bei neck of a wearer and covering the body below the being displaceable against the bias of said biasing means and
ak away from said engagement member when said coupling pin is
-,4 body part being inflatable to provide heat insulation engaged within said socket forming member so that said head
bt"weef. the booy pan of the st and the body of the portion of said coupling pin urges sJid engagement member
scarer,
taving anradially outwardly into engagement with said catch groovek l having an opening for the wearer's face and being through the action of said biafihg means whereby said cou-

1l31ingly connected to said upper portion; pling pin may be disp'ared against the bias of said biasing
Sirood including in overlapping relationship a water and means to position said recked-down portion adjacent said
4 impervious outer layer, and engag,.nent member to permsit the radially inwardly disp'ace-
titer layer-,

1 layers being sealed to one another at said face opening ment of said engagement menber out of engagement with said
1 define with one another an inflatable clearance sur- catch groove and the withdrawal of said coupling pin from

ulnding the head of the wearer; and said socket-forming member.
*eirs for communicating with the interior of said body part

"PrOvide heat insulation in form of a thermally insulating 4,136.404
hyer which surrounds the entire body of the wearer ATHLETIC LEG BRACE APPARATUS

"tPt for the face and hands, said suit further comprising Robet . LAnge, 3732 Wonderlnd Hill Ae, Boulder, Col.
I Ms and water-proof zipper extending along a vertical o0Wi2
Cesterline of said suit from the vicinity of said face open- FS0302

'g rearwardly over said hoods and down the back of the Filed Mar. 14. 19 Sea. No. -, 1 ,3i/
ftL Inc. CM~ A41D 11/00

U.S. Cl. 2-22 13 Claims
1. An athletic leg brace apparatus of the type operable to be

4,136.403 connected to the sides of a ski boot comprising:
READ GUARD ASSEMBLY COMPRISING A first lower leg brace means for extending generally verti-

PROTECTIVE HELMET AND A PROTECTIVE cally along one lateral side of a skiers lower leg;

BREATHING MASK second lower leg brace means for estending generally verti-
Walter, and Manfred Gdulla. both of Liubeck. Ger- cally along the other I eral side of a skiers lower leg;

stc, 5iors to Dragerwerk Aktiengesellschaft, Germany first upper leg brace means for extending generally verti-

r Filed Sep. 7, 1977, Ser. No. 831,133 cally along one literal side of a skiers upper leg;

,Vs irity. application Fed, Rep. of Germany. Se.1, second upper lgbrace means for extending generally verti-
&u701 cally along the other lateral side of a skier's upper leg;

int. CL
2 

A42B 3/00 first hinge means connected between an upper portion of
"- 106 Claims said first lower leg brace means and a lower portion of

,%A head guard assembly, comprising a protective head said first upper leg brace means for permtting unencum-
a face protective breathing mask, and coupling means ere( forward and backward flening of a skier's knee

on each respective side of sa,:l helmet and said mask for while substantially transmitting lateral forces through said
*l"Aly interengaging said helmet ind said mask and in- first hinge means;

1.521
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4,150.4112 4,150.443
ELBOW OR HEEL PROTECTOR ANTI-FOGGING SPORTS GOGGLE

%.as. Baoane. Valdese. N.C, assignsor to Alba.Waldmnsiaa Michael A. McNeilly. South of Ketchunm 1Id, assigunor to Robert
aiwpirted. Valdese. N.C. E. Smith. Ketchsum. Id.

Filed Jun. 12.,1978. Ser. No. 914.415 Filed Mar. 13, 1978. Ser. No. 885.96
lat, C.' A41D 13108; A61B 19100 Int. C1.2 A61F 9/02

CL .2-16 7 Claims U.S.CL 2--436 13Caimus

1. An anti-fogging sports goggle comprising a lens structure
sufficiently wide to span the eyes of the weaer. closure means
in conjunction with said lens structure to position said lens

J231? structure a sufficient distance fron, the eyes of the wearer to
permit the wearer to wear eyeglasses beneath the goggle in the
air space between the lens structure and the face of the wearer.
strap means to removably maintain the goggle in position on
the wearer's head, and a motor and fan unit carried directly on
and forming part of the goggle without projection estertorly

Zkl therefrom to forcibly circulate the moist warms air present in

AD said air space over the glasses of the wearer and over the inner
surface of said lens structure to preclude condensation build-up
on said glasaes and on said inner surface of said lea.i structure:

I Aselbw o hel potetorforproidig cshinin tosaid motor and fan unit being integral with said goggle and
dbd oratie andotheco likori protector comprining tomounted directly thereon to preclude the entry of ambient air
AI tubular sleeve stretchable in both longitudinal and drcl hrtruhit adarsae

Ctrcurnferenzi.l darecticnc and being -darted to provide a
'isug rt over the arm or foot of ihe patient. 4,150.444
1i pad means positioned within said sleeve to receive and PROSTHETIC JOIN'T
Cushion1 the palients elbow or h-el. said pad means being Carl.Goiran A. Hagert, Barnhemsgatan 37. 43131 Nlillisdal.
Of subs~antially U shaped transverse cross-sectional con- Sweden
fillrati0 n in the central portion thereof and including Filed Jun. 27, 1977. Ser. No. 810.210
11) Opposite side panels of resilient foam material defintng Claimns priority, application Sweden. Jun. 28. 1976, 7607345

Opposite sides of said U-shaped cross-sectional configu- Int. CV A61F 1124
nti"On. -4ch of said side panels including an upper pe U.S. Cl. 3-1.91 1s Claitna
ripheral edge and a pair of converging lower edges

,iselending from said upper peripheral edge.
I2 aPair of superpoitioned substantially rectangular

bottom panels of resilient foam material including oppo.
tile tides and opposite ends and defining the bottom of
said U-shapedj cros%-sectonal configuraition.

(1) rfist team means connecting together corresponding
Opposite e"di of said superpos-ittoned substantially rect-

ang'"ular bottom panels of re~.lienz foam material. and
1)second seam means connecting said lower edges of said
Opposite side panel% to the corresponding opposite sides
Of the lowermost of said superpoitioned substantially
rectangular bottom panels of restient foam malertal. the L. A prosthetic joint comprising a first and a second joint
OPPOsite sides of the uppermost of said substanliallY member angularly miovable w~ith reipect to each oilher, each of
rectangular bottom panels or restlietnt foan- material said members heing arranged to be attached to one of a pair of
being free of connection to said side panels n.id co% cr- skeletal bones, in % hich said first joint member is a joit head
ii5B said second scam means to prevent contict of the hav ing a base face for rexting on a supporting surface pros ided

r Patient Waih said second seam means, and on one of the skclctil bonc%, a convet slide fa4c shared as
stean% securing said pad means in posititin within said rafl of a surfice of resolution hising an axis eiendling

slCe. through the joint head at a dit.ince froim %aid flat face, and a

1177
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4,156.292 on cl~r inside surface of the garment panel wherein a
OLSPLAY CARRYING AND PPOTECTIVE HELIMET pocket is to be formed:

alisd P. Helm. Burke, and William S. Flogaus. Alexandria. both adhsesively securing the Length of pocket material to said
of Va.. aLignors to The United States of America as repre- garment panel;
inated by the Secretary of the Army. Washington. D.C. forming a slit through the adhesively secured area betw~een

Filed May 23. 1978. Se,. No. 908,872 the garment panel and the length of pocket material.
lat. 0.1 A42B J102.- F41H 1104 folding the secured edges of the garment panel and the

. CL.2-4 7 Claims pocket material surrounding the slit inward against the
obverse side of t..e length of pocket material, and

securing the inwardly folded edges of the garment panel and
the pocket material to the obverse side of said pockct

,.L. 1 ~material to form a pocket slot.

X. ~~Y~J2..4,156,194
BASEBALL UNDERGARMENT

',.r Spencer C. Horns. 301 E. 7th St.. Cushing. Oki&. 74023
Filed Jun. 27, 1977, Ser. No. 8 10, 172

lat. C1.2 A418 9/10
- U.S. Cl. 2-lOW 7 Claims

I. A helmet system for carrying helmet mounted display f
MRS having a support end and an ocular end, said system
adirig a form-fit helmet liner having a face mask integral

Jfew~ith. wherein said mask has a connect, r for said ocular
ad of said display means, and a helmet outet shel; having an
Uagable mount for said support end of said Lisplay means.

4,156.293
POCKET CONSTRUCTION

kesph W. A. Off. Irving. Tex.. aasignor to H.-ggar Company.
D3llaa. Tea.

Catifluation of Ser. No. 819,843, Jul. 28. 1977. abandoned. This
application Mlay II. 2978. Se,. Noa. 905.054 5. A baseball undergarment comprising:

Int. C1.- A41D 27/20 knee lengith underpants of generally form fitting ni.,icriAi
US. Cl. 2-247 47 Claims and having at least a waist portion and right and left legs.

first and second full foci undersocks of knee length;
aij~.. , a- irsi and second ankle socks of knee length e-;cl disposed to

enclose a respective first and secsnd unsersock. and
means stitching said first undersock and aile sock and said

~ ~~* a~~' ''' ~second undersock and ankle sock to a respective nght and
left legs.

4.156.295
..- mn. ~...r.'a-REVISED POCKET

Ed-ard W. LeRoy. 45-25 Kennedy Blvd,. North Bergen. N.J.
a-. i.. ~ 4-..Continuation-in-part of Set. No. 551.162. Feb. 19. 1975.

i nbandoned. This application Mar. 3. 1976, Set. No. 663,559

'' ~ a'U.S. Cl. 2-252 ltCI-A4D2103 Claims
1. A revised pocket, comprising:

a-.- a-.. ~-a fabric of a garment.
a backing panel attached to a rear surface of the fahric.

~ .. ~w *- ,,. -. a front panel attached to the fahric overlying the backing
Xe, fahric.

a fewer aitching strp of a lower setion of a zipper at-
_________tachcd to an inner surface of an upper end of the front

panel of ihe revised powcet.

IIn a method of constructing pock:ets in garment panels an upper attaching strip attached to an upper portion of the
fierein a length of poxct material having reverse and rib- zipper and attached to the garment fabric and the reinforc-
'"k ide% is connekt.d to the garment panel, rolded trans. ing cear panel.

v5telY ito form inner and outer pocket pan,:ls. and vecured at a fl..p atta;cd to the fabric and upper aiiachriig strip of ihe
I'lcelt edges and ends of the folded length of pocket mate. upper part of ithe zipper.
it the imprsrventicrt comprising the steps of, the front panel and the rcinforcing rear raiset each form a

fislitoning the reverse idc of the leiigih of picket nuteril lrosser eloiigited vvcti,,n of reciaiigular shipe las ttil; a flat
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: for establish- body adjacent to said marginal edge po n'i a

and said inlet folded inwardly over said inner surface Of said _%%6
cham.e<: spaced therefrom whereby said face seal is con- hal

(d) means detning a valve outlet in said housing; said valve sealing relation to a facial portion of a user indenftii.
omucaton with said inlet said body. and reslient strut-like web means . ndeasi,
c h a m b e r a n d b e i n g c o n n e c t e d o t h e i n l e t o f s a i d t h r e e - t e n s i s a l g e e m t a d s i d n r. 1 4 , .5t s i xofsi he.tween said sealing element and said innesSurface eni. .
%, ay non-rebreathing valve. •of M4Lat selected locations spaced apart about the peirridb..
v~ alve seat arranged on said housing an:urudigsi pen sieo adbd n orsod ng otei

valve inlet; si te at ai boy an usrrspdin tob hea beIn a movable valve member supported in said housing adja i
cent said valve inlet for opening and closing said valvetse
inle;, said mo, able valve member having areas of the facial portion or a

4Il a valve stem supported in said housing in the zone of
said valse inlet for longitudinal displacement through 4,167.186
said housing in a closing direction and in an opening SYRINGE, SUCH AS A VAGINAL [-17CH,.
direction; CANNULA THEREOF

(2) a soft. readily deformable resilient valve flap attached
to one end of said valve stem and cooperating with said Ernest W. Pick, Cns Cob; aoseph M. Denro, S

valve seat. said valve flap having an open position in Purdy FrederkCop Now rk, N Y .n h
uhich it is spaced from said valve seat for maintaining Purdue Frederick Company. New York, N.Y.
communication between said bladder and said inlet Filed Sep. 8. 1977, Ser. No. 831,f95
chamber; said valve flap having a contacting position in 1Lt. C.2 A61M 1/00

% hich it contacts said valve seat in an undeformed state;, US. CL 128-232
said valve flap ha ing a closed position in which it
engages said valve seat in a deformed state; in said
closed position gas flow from said bladder to said inlet
chamte. is fully blocked; and

(g) control means responsive to pressure in said inlet cham-
ber connected to said valve stem at a location spaced from J
sa d ore end thereof for moving said valve stem in said
closing direction and maintaining said valve flap in said
closed position when toe pressure in said inlet chamber "J2

exceeds predetermined values above the ambient pressure
and for moving said valve stem in said opening direction Xand maintaining said valve flap in said open position when
the pressure in said inlet chamber is below said predeter-
mined values; the pressure in said inlet chamber needed
for moving said valve stem into a position in which said
valve flap assumes said closed position being only by a
small increment larger than the pressure in said inlet
chamber needed for moving said valve stem into a posi- Li .
tion in which said valve flap assumes said contactingpostion. ,, .D-

4.167.185
FACE MASK SEAL

Robert D. LM'. Colona. assigno to A-T-O I c 1. A sringe. such as a vaginal douche, comprising a €

louglsby,. Ohio consisting of an elongated hollow tubular body havin$ a in

Filed Apr. 13, 1977. See. No. 786,237 tral axis and having one open end and distant therefrm a

Int. Cl.2 A628 7/00 opposed transverse end wall formed with an opening ,.
U.S. Cl. 126-146.7 6 Claims therethrough and through which said central axis estends, i

cannula body having substantially midway between said "
end and transverse end wall thereof a minimum tras'...

. cross section in a plane perpendicular to said axis and Swd hk.
tapering slightly from said transverse end wall toward

.4r minimum cross section while tapering to a substantially Vps
extent from said open end toward said minimum cross mise.
the latter portion of said body between Said open end e
minimum cross section thereof forming part of a hollo- am
and said body being formed at its exterior between ud a-
mum cross section and trat, -verse wall with a pluralev 40
grooves distributed uniformly about said axis with ma ta.,

4W having ribs situated between said grooves and said bod) brs
formed inwardly of said ribs between said minimum ar-
section and transverse wall thereof with a plurahity of orita
through which a liquid in the hollow interior of said baii 'N

.I A face seal comprising, in combination with a mask body discharge with the liquid also being capable of dischusf

having an open side adapted to fit about a facial portion of a through said central opening of said end wall of saidbod.iad

user.aid body defining a facial portion receiving cavity defin- a squeeze bottle removably connected with said cannula hi.'

ing an inner body surface and having a marginal edge portion at said open end thereof, said squeeze bottle having nest iu

aroind &aid open side thereof, sealing means adapted to form a cannula body an open end region which tapers in the samly
seal between said body and the face of a user thereof, said as said body at the region of said open end thereof and lor

seileg means compriig a resiliently flexible perimetrical an extension of said open end of said body, said squez W
seaing elermini in the form of a re-entrant flap joined to said having distant from said open end region thereof& flat e d

I
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4,171542 emibrace a substantial portion of said rubber body. said

gOSADLE SURGICAL GOWN WITH A SIB FORMIING fairing body having a genierally annular-shaped projecion
A HAND) SUPPORT extending inwardly from its inner peripheral surface.

oil A. Coa. Memphis; Doyle R. Johnsson, Arlington; Donald adjacent to the forward edge thereof, configured and
Flakey. and William A. Miueller, both ofNeniph is, all of dimensioned for snap-fl, engagement with said channel of

'.. Awsaor to Buckeye Cellulose Coirtioration, Nlrn phis, said frame. said inner peripheral surface of said fairing
body also having an inwardly offset step formed rear-Filed Jun. S, 1978, Ser. No. 912.333 wardly of said projccton providing a seat on which theliot. 03. A41D 13/00 forward edge of the rubber body may rest, said step being

Ia 2-SIward portion of said frame upon snap-fit engagement of

said projection of said fairing body with said channel of~.. -- -said frame, so as to sealingly secure said forward edge of
-, said rubber body therebetween.

0 BNING OF DONE TO MATERIALS PRESEN I NGA
HIGH SPECIFIC AREA. POROUS, SILICA-RICH

SURFACE
Larry L Hench, Gainesville. Fla.. and Michael M. Welke.

I oa surgical gown of the type having sleeves, a front of the University or Florida. Tallahaaaee. Fla-
-a having a chest area c.,venris the chest of the user and Filed Apr. 5, 1978, Set. No. 893.79;
0portions which close and overlap at the back of the user, lInt. 03. A61F 1/24; A6iB 17/la: C03C J104. J12

31mProvernent comprising a bib ciflixed about its periphery L'S. Cl. 3-1.'9 13 Clais
*;e inside surface of said surgical gown at said chest area I. A dental or surgical implant having a sudace for bonding
inset with a portion of said bib inwardly of said periphery to th.e bone of a recipient. said bonding surface compisingt a
%iing Unsecured to said gown, said chest area of said go-An biologically compatible glass, glass-ceramic or ceramic mate-
Iing a pair of spaced. substantially vertical slits formed rial comprising at least about 80 weight percent silicon dioside
inns within the consfines of said peripheral portions of said and having a specific surface area of at least about 80 square
4 UWi slits communicating with said unsecured portion of meters per gram, a porosity of from about 10 to about S0
Id bib and being of such length as so permit passage of the volume percent. and an average pore diameter of from about
." hands thierehrough whereby said bib provides a sterile 20 to about 300 Angstroms.
"5Upport pocket maintaining rtse user's hands in the aseptic

Shounded by the user's neck, shoulders and waist line.
4,171"4

MODULAR LAVATORY CONSTh'CFIO.NI4.117I543 Henry R. Ka111. New York. N.Y. assiavfof The1 CharlesMASK FOR SKIN-DIVING Parker Company. Meriden. Conn.tomlle A. Cressi, Genorae-Quinto. Italy psgor to Cresal- Filed Jul. 19, 1974, Ser, Ms. 49-4
31b S-., eiaQur. ItIly last, CM A47K 1/Oa 110. E03C 11.12

Filed Dec. 23, 1977. Set. No,.384.040 U.S. Ci, 1 16 Mlires
thilies priority, apsplication Italy, Mhar. 23. 1977,.12523 A/77

C2-n Ins. C1.? A61F 9/02 6 -isW1

IAnl imiproved diving mask comprising:
genserally tubular rubher bodjy including a forward end S
portioni having an integrally-tssrmied nose-embracing pot-
tb" and a rearward end portion configured to cosbrace

tusers% race;. I A unitary modular 11valty-waI viit fise wall-hung3

lnsn; mounting in %idec-b).side adjacet muliipIe. and hoving a gee.
,Ms I-idfrae hvig a ouerperipheral surfrice. the tally %paied side walls which Cestend forwardly of a wall-

Ch (itPorionof hic ha agenerally annulir-%haped monting plane, said side *alls having limite up'itanding3"lformsed therein and the rearward portion ofsshiih fi'rssard edges defining a frovni-aixe'ss plane poralicl to andWrear-Ikrdly and inwardly ionically-tarered, and offtet frisin th all-ikining plane. vlsmptiving a iingle-pirce

gISerall1Y tubular fiiring body configured to surround! and intcgral muld.d pt.sticw structural cosmbination owrein %aid

7,47
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4.173.218 generally U-shaped base approximating the curve o

GLOVED SPLINT FOR AN ARTHRITIC HAND dental arch and integrally formed buccal. lingual. 16
Penn) S. Cronin. 7831 W. Zucea Dr. Peoria. Ariz. 3534S walls upstanding from said bae so as to form a

Filed Nov. 23. 1977, Set. No. 854.130 medicament holding trough;
let. C.: A61F 3/10 (c) said base being flat in cross section from the Poet

U.S. C1. 1.8-77 II Claims ends of said U-shape to the hicupid region and ei..
from the bicuspid region to the anterior end; c.c.

( Cd) said buccal wall being generally normal to said base 5t
(the anterior to the posterior ends.

a(e) sid lingual wall being generally normal to said bi
the posterior ends and inclined with respect to sadb,
a direction away form said buccal wall at the anterior
the angle of inclination of said upper tray linguj°" te nge o ichatonof 1i upe tay inu being greater than the angle of inclination of %k

tray lingual wall;
) aid buccal and lingual walls being lower at the i~e,
than at the anterior ends so as to form a trough

increases in depth from the posterior to anterior
(g) hinge members extending between and connected a,,,Ji posterior ends of said tray portions connecting &Wi t

portions together;
(h) a layer of open cell polyurethane hydrophilie 6

bonded to and linin; the entire inner surface oft!J

I. A hand protector fe- supporting and protecting the fin. portions;
gers of an arthritis stricken hand, said hand protector . . (i) a handle extending outwardly from the upper eofcompisin in omb~atlo: " each buccal wall at the ,i,tetiur end thereof.
comprising in combination:_________

(a) a palm splint postionable in juxtaposed relationship to
the palm of the hand. said palm splint being configured to 4.173=0
permit unrestricted normal movement of the thumb; FACENIASK

(h) a fincer snlint extending from said palm splint for sup- Thomas J. Ratz. Grenlhelt. and Ralph L Baker, Daltimt.,b
porting each respective finger but not thumb in a non-lat- of Md., asignors to Sidori Anzen Company ltd., ?,p%
trall) moveable relationship to the palm; Japan

(c) means for flexing a s-ction of at least one of said finger Filed Jul. S. 1977. Set. No. 312,629
splints to permit flexing of the fingers along a single axis Claims priority. application Japait. Jul. 5, 1976, S-g2
only to control opening and closing or the fingers of" the InL CL! A62B 7/00
hand. said flexing means being positionally commensurate U.S. C. 128-142.7 2 C6
with a joint of the respective finger; and

(d) glove means for maintaining said palm splint and said
finger splints in juxtaposed relationship with the respec.
live parts of the hand %%hile enclosing at least the fingers
and palm of the hand, said glove means including:
i. shock absorbing means for buffering impacts and blows -

to the hand; and
ii. means for opening and closing said glove means to

facilitate insertion and withdrawal of the hand there.
from, whereby, said inger splints preclude lateral skew. 'ing of the ingers due to involuntary muscle €ontrac- 30

lions and yet permit mobility of the thumb and mobility M

of the fingers to flex.

4,273.219 1. A facemask for use in a closed circuit breathing sps
DISPOSABLE DEINTAL TRAY comprising:

Frank N. Lentine, Taylor. Mich. assignor to Sybroa Corpora- a soft, flexible hood for closely covering the head of awe
lion, Rochester. N.Y. and having a cut-away portion at opposite side poto

Filed Jan. 30, 1973. Set. No. 373.269 corresponding to the user's ears for exposing the str
lat. C0. A61NI 33/00 ears when the facemask is worn

U.S. Cl. 128-260 5 Clams a transparent flexible eye piece secured to said hood I
allowing the user to see therethrough. said eye piece last
substantially flu-h with the hood for forming a oto
ous. low profile contour with said hood;

a breathing mask secured to said hood and including m
W ! adapted to hermetically envelope the mouth and the ab

trils of the user when the facemask is worn by the ierb
forming a closed breathing chamber between said bri
ing mask and the facial skin of the user. said brr sib

ii mask having means for connecting breathing hoses tor
breathing mask for directly flow of breathing lissittet

11- A dental tray for applying medicaments and the like to into and out of said breathing mask, a voice disc onv%
teeth comprising: breathing mask for allowing voice communicatiom 110

(a) an upper tray portion for the upper dentition and a lower user. and check valve means in said means for coinssem
tray portion for the lower dentition: breathing hoses for regulating the direction of flow d

(b) each of said tray portions including an outer shell of inhalation and exhalation gases to and from said brsaidh
closed cell polyethylene foam. said outer shell having a chamber, and

I
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.Voing means consltituitinlg pan of said hood f(;: firmly 4,173.222
smininng smid breathing mask on the oro-nal portiorn of APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLABLY ADMINISTERING
the users face and consituted by inelstic straps integrally A P4RENTERAL FLUID
gsahtd to said hood and extending across the top and Andrew J. Niseneriies. Gog.' Lake. IIlI- assignor to Abbott
,%wa the back of said hood, and inelastic Ajusting bands Laboratories. North Chicago. IIl.
.,nected across said cut-away portion of said hood adja. Filed Aug. 19, 1976, Ser. No. 715,110

.ei heloeredesof said hood and means for adjusting USa.1824CInL CLZ AMINI .3/1d
idI binds to adjustably secure the hood to the head of a UI.C.1824C3 Claims

4.173,221
XXG CABLE MONITORING SYSTL'I

lwtmd J. %IeLavghlin, Hawthorne. Calf., and Wallace J.
1ueanski, 26 Dragonfly. Irvine, Calif. 92714, asatignors totmuliace Rogosinaki, Irvine, Calif.
Coesinvtion-in-part of Ser. No. 737,976. Apr. 15, 1977,

~shdi This aplication Jun. 30. 1978, Set. No. 920.740

I tIs lat CL-3 A61.N 1/36 1. An apparatus for administering a parenteral liquid from a
I X 0 122696 Claims parenteril liquid container to the patient comprising:

a reservoir chamber;
- -~ connection means for said fluid container in fluid-tight en-

C-. gagement with one end of said chamber, said connection
means defining a fluid flow inlet passageway into said
chamber;

* ~ - -*means defining a closure for another end of said chamber
-~~ said closure means providing for a fluid rlow outlet pas-

* - -~--..sageway;

>. ~ fluid passage means extending into said chamber and in
-~ *~ communication with said fluid flow inlet and Otitlet pas-

~ -- Z'~ ~sageways:
_____ *means disposed in said chamber defining a first and a second

----------------- orifice in communication with said fluid flow outlet pas-4 - * sagewau with at least one of said orifices communicating
with %aid t!.d pass,. mcans. said first and second orifices

~. *..,..,,,*,,j.spaced from each other a predetermined distance and
separately communicating with said outlet passageway;

means operatively associated with said first anid second
orifices and within sai reservoir chamber to provide a
reservoir of said liquid for flow through said second ori.

I A"EKGcabe mnitrin sysem or se itha cble fice after flow of said liquid through said first orifice and
AnEOcal ontrngssemfrus ih al to substantially eliminate the floiw of air into said first

43"ibl h 8in aPlurality of test leads connected to a cale orifice-, and
Wwd~tin fo a, mliodeo ales nEOui n means operatively associated with said outlet passageway

iinatleast One reference lead and a plurality of signal for administering said liquid.
Wis connseCted to electrodes electrically coupled to the skin~Pat"i.i laid system Comprising:
"0-ua display including a plurality of display devices, each 4.173.223

eletrially coupled to an associated signal lead and CHAXIDER ASSENIBLY FOR INFUSION AND
moaunted on said cable connector in positional asocsution TRANSFUSION APPARATUS
'011h the signal lead to which itsis coupled, and Kenneth C. Raines, and Robert J. LeFevre. both of Bethlehem.

'elrste display drive means coupled across each signal lead Pa.. asiitrrs to National Patent Development Corporation.

an5 reference lead, ahdiemasapi New York. N.Y.
direrenta h ampies thean comprising a arFiled Oct. 17, 1977, 5cr. No. W,0604~Primary difrnilapotmtecombined outputs of nlit CL! A6IM% .3/1d1 ~ ~~~~'Ch are connected to drive a single one of said display U S. Cl. 2-1CI aindeie.Wherein a single One of each of aid signil lead.. is I A connecting apparatus for use with infusion and iransfu.Couapled to a single one of said drive means, and therein Mion Systems Comprising-

Coupled to A fst polinty iput of a first one of said pair of a piercing device assecmhly for connectiosn to a source of
Plihary differential amplifiers and said rcference lea.J is fluid;Cieldto the first polarity input of the second osnc or a tulsing adaiptor for connection so a length of tuhing; and
laid Pair Of primary differential amplifiers and the oppis- a drir chinibecr assembly connecting said piercing device
site Pority inputs to said diffecrential amploiirs are eon. assemhly toa said tuhuiig adapftr, %aid drip chimber includ-

Iseled to a Common flhsaling ground ing an ob..crvitissn chimher having port means located at
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4.233.57 other end of the sheet a single rupture line defines a narrow
SPORTS HELMET WITH FACE MASK lie-strip at each side edge of the sheet and further defines a

a. A L Laucellotti, 371 Broadway. Providence. RJ. 02909 neck-line cutout, the sheet material inside saK. neckline cutout
Filed A*&. 14. 1973. Set. No. 933.783 forming a napkin bounded by the end edge of the sheet and

lIn. Cl. A63B 71/11 A42B 3/00 totally removable from the bib along said rupture line.
t.. -9I Claim _____

10 4.233.689IO3 20 PROTECtIIVE HEADCEAR
3 8 Stephen H. Baron. 3967 Eureka Dr Studio City, Calif. 91604

Filed Mar. 27. 1973. Ser. No. 890.242

Int. C1.2 A42B 3/0a" A638 69/02

50 U.S. CL 2-413 30 Claims

2 '

I A safety device for use with a protective sports helmet in '

An having downwardly extending opposed side portions and
0 -ler central connecting portion forming a centrally dis. ,
:.Im facial opening. comprising a mask adapted for dispo.wi ,,er said facial opening to protect the face of the wearer, ,,,1 mask including a peripheral rod-like frame which has

'wts extending vertically along the outer surfaces of said
lk Portions and then forwardly across the top front of said/ /. .

v W1 whereby said frame extends generally around said
'd Opening. attachment means mounted on the outer sur- "I'In Of said side portions, said means comprising a pair of
'mslly spaced blocks on each side portion, said blocks iach , ' "
'41" grooves therein with reduced lead-in portions adapted \'\ -
*etciiably a~p-receive said frame, the bottom block on ,.- -

•tie being adapted to receive said vertically extending
"",n adjacent the lower end thereof and the top block an " 

v j

'"# tidt having a curved groove configured to receive the
%e, where said vertical portions merge with said forward

. Said grooves all being at least partially exposed in a I. Protective headgear for protecting the wearer's head and
.:m dmtfn whereby said mask may be readily detached face. said headgear comprising a transparent inner shell" aid helmet in a forward direction by a pull thereon adapted to fit over the wearer's face. an outer sheet of transpar-

" fting a significant forward force component. ent material extending over said inner shell and about the

perimeter portion thereof and heing salahlv secured to said

4.233.68I inner shell along the perimeter portion thereof defining an air
BIB tight chamber about said inner shcll, a portior of swid chamberFreltoft ) 2. fK-6SBIB 3 New Lyndeise, Denmark extending about and inwardly of the perimeter portion of saidFiied Jet, 9. 199 Se ar. No. 2.0D7 inner shell. valve means for inflating said chamber to render

iL Jnt. 9.) A418 1S.10 said chamber shock absorbing. and means for securing saidI S a. -. 9 R I Claim inner shell and outer sheet on the wearer's head.

4,233.690
S" PROSTHETIC DEVICE COUPLINGS

Robert J. Aklns. La Mesa. Calif. assignor to Carbo.Medies. Inc
// Diego. Calif.

Filed May 19. 1973. Ser. No. 907,664
SInc. 0l.' A61 F 1/22

U.S. c. 3-.s 3 Claims
1. A prosthetic heart valve for long term implantation in the

human body including
a generally tubular rigid portion.
a circumvcribing w%iig ring dispo d in ncircling rclation.I ship to said rigid tuhulir rirtion. and

c coupling element emhcddcd within said ceing ring fAw
joining ,aid siwing ring to said hcart val'.e tubulir poriiis
Ilircin the impro. ement comprises
Waid coupling element being made of a nickcl-titanium alloy

"htvig i tralfl~ition-tcmrer3fure rang~e. said ,:leant hjl .
ing been formed to .a r-ci sh-ipe at a temperature at 'c

1AI formed from a uhtantiilly r-cingulir .iff sh "e id range and having heenr dcforind io a diferei, ,h.i" "
avig. pc ket A one end and %herein 4t the at a temperturc',', sid ine whcrc' jiir of.

I
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fukrcram by the wearer while the neck tracioning device is in said fluid passage, resilient means biasing said audible genei.
applying tensile force to the neck of the wearer, said ator valve means in a normally open position in said fluid
attaching meansi including a pair of collars slideably passage and high pressure fluid passage means to apply theImounted on said framework such that said collars Ore fluid pressure of said reservoir to close said audible generator
adjustable in a direction substantially parallel to the direc- valve means1 when said fluid in said reservoir is zbove a prede.
sport of separation between the shoulder mount and head terininedprsueanwheisidgsuplrgltoi-
assembly and securing m-ans associated with said collars cdsd n hri adgsspl euao n
for relessiably securing said collars in fixed relation to said cldsdmand and pressure demand modes of operation andIframework and a rigid U-shaped bar having its opost switch means to select one of said modes of ope.-ation; and
ends each secured to a respective one of said collars and wherein said gas supply regulator further includes a main valve
adapted for surrounding the rear of the neck in spaced
apart relation thereto, said neck engaging mneans being r-
mounted on said bar such that when said apparatus is V
worn said neck engaging meAns is positioned between said
bar and the rear surface of the neck.

I ~ ~CANINE EAR STRENGTHENING AND TRAINING f
Thm L arh. nd DEVICEofR.. aId

flima E arh, ndPamela S. Moas. both a .. 1 o
151, Parker City. Ind. 47368

Filed Feb. 2. 1979. Ser. No 9,230 '--

liat. C1.1 A61F 13/M0 AOIK 29100

i.L '" 2 2 li

recess having a central main valve seat with flexible
member supported therein and biased against said main
seat. means to apply inlet gas pressure to both sides of

flexible valve membher, pilot valve means and gas pressure
means communicating from said pilot valve means to said

I A canine ear strengthening and training device to be valve recess or. the side of said valve member opposite
ne~td uon te amain valve seat whereby opening and closing of said

"ueUpntehead of adog which comprises: vave means moves said flexible valve member away front'*0 Columnar shafts each having an upper and a lower end, toad epctvlsi ai av et
the lower end of said shsafts being shaped for inserion int owresctvlaiminavea.
the ear canals of a dog, said shafts having the form of night
0Crcular Cylinders, and said lower ends of said shafis being
"spherical in shape so as to prevent injury to the inner 4.250.17

car; and DIVER*S HE! !.4VW AND FACE MASK FOR USE
atransverse member affixed to the upper ends of said shafts. TPEREWITH

and etiesding between them perpendicular to their axes. Jack H. Owesa North Reading. and John E Slavin. Acton. both
of a length corresponding to the distance between the ears of Mass-. assignors to %florme Diving Equipment Company.
of the dog upon which the device will be used. to that said lot, Rt elland. Mass.

rotimnar shafts. when inserted into the dog's ear canal. Filed May 15. 1971. Ser. No. 906,084
Ire spaced symmetrically apart. Int. C1.1 A4283 J/Oa A628 14/04

440.7 U.S. CL 128-M0.11 17 Clamms

EMELRXGENCY LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMLKan. Bea. Calif(, assignor to Robertshaw Controls ..-
C-mpaiY. RlehonJ Va.I Filed Aug. 10, 19711. Set. No. 9312,535

Ls 1.I28-..2022 ls.C. i 2 4 Claims '
,,, Ina mrgency breathing device comprising a body

a I maPPO" a pressured resed voir of breathable gas and
'Msk~c With a gsU supply regulator attached thereto and '.>

tc"Ing with said reservoir by flexible hose means, and
04,vei rvir hutoff valve means having a valve body

6 f 5ttvae Mem-r control knob carried on said reservoir and
v,,Io ePresure~ reduction valve connected directly to said

%kld' of said shut oil valve means and discharging io said*hosea
m1T, ean%. the improvement comprising a fluid pres.

- Pfonleadbe eeao and& fluid passage toapply 1. In combination, a helmet provided with means io hold the

Vv oS i udible generator audei l e gnera or valve m eans ing of first and second ne rl portons the firsi portion hay.
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ing a cavity dimensioncd to accommodate the nose of a uscr liquid now path comprising said secondary tube and
and to overlie his mouth, and thc second portion an exposed, common tube.
planar, marginal shoulder continuously surrounding the open a secondary flow control means in said secondary liq

end of the cavity, and a body shaped and dimensioned to fl.. path for adjusting the flow rate of said secol
conform generaily to facial features marginally of the nose and liquid therethrough. .-.}

mouth without interfering with a user's vision and provided a primary flow control means on said primary tube to,
with a planar outer surface to which said second portion is juting the fow rate of said primary liqutd through
sealed. sid face mask of pliant material and the body of a primary flow path to a rate independent of the flow r,,
material sufficiently compressible to comply to the particular said secondary liquid through said secondary liquid l.
racial features of the user to become continuously sealed path, and

thereto %hen pressure is applied against the shoulder continu-
ously about the first portion, a flat rigid plate having an aper-
ture dimensioned to accommodate said first mask portion and
shaped and dimensioned to engage said shoulder, and pressure
applying means within s-id helmet and attached to the front
thereof and in engagement with said plate on opposite sides of
the cavity.

4,250.875

NON.INVASIVE CHEMICAL SPECIES DELIVERY
APPARATUS AND METHOD

Stephen C. Jacobsen; Jerome C. Stenehjem; Robert L Stephen,
all of Salt Lae City, and Richard D. Luntz, Murray. all of
Utah. assignora to Motion Control. Inc., Salt Lake City. Utah

Filed Now. 22. 1978, Set. No. 963,029
Int. CL' A6IN 1/30

U.S. CI. 128-207.21 4 Claims

4 a combined air barrier and liquid seluencing valve havisua42 8 h.using comprising a first chamber which constitutl,

4 6 portion of said primary tube and has inlet and outlet por
ithereto and a second chamber which constitutes a porto

--- -'of said secondary tube and has inlet and outlet poi.i
34 thereto,

2C ',2 said first chamber having valve means associated therewal
to control the flow of liquid through said primsary tt*

and said second chamber having means associated th.k,

1. A bioelectrode for use in the ontophoretic delivery of a with substantially impervious to air while said set is in s

chemical species into the skin or tissue of a person compnsing to prevent the flow of air through said secondary f(6
a pouch for holding a fluid containing the chemical species, path.

said pouch including flexible and deformable walls
adapted to generally conform to surface shapes against
which they are placed, at least a portion of which includes T I N " GO A .

a microporous membrane separating the interior of the ATT R

pouch from the exterior and having openings of about 0.2,2 o nE dr sR

microns or less in diameter, said portion being formed to Marvin Gordon. East Windsor, NJ. aignor to Whitan Me&
present a generally planar to convex exterior surface, and cal Corporation, Clark. NJ.

Continuation-in-part of Set. No. 5,032. Jan. 19, 1979, which hI
an electrode carried by said pouch for coupling to an electric continuaeton-lu-part of Set. No. 905,399, May 12, I97

potential source, abandoned. This application Jusn. 8, 1979, Set. No. 461

Int, CL A6IM 3/00

4,150,79 U.S. CL 128--214 R 10 clim

EQUIPMENT SETS AND SYSTEM FOR THE
SEQUENTIAL ADMINISTRATION OF MEDICAL

LIQUIDS AT DUAL FLOW RATES EIPLOYING A
COMBINED AIR BARRIER AND UQUID SEQUENCING

VALVE
Andrew J. Muetterties. Gages Lake, Ill, asignor to Abbott

Laboratories, North Chicago. IU.
Filed Feb. 28, 1979. Set. No. 16,230

lat. CL' A61M S/OO
US. Cl. 128-214 G 20 Claims

I. A set for the sequential administration of medical liquids
to a patient, comprising:

a primary tube for the flow of a primary medical liquid
therethrough.

a secondary tube for the flow of a secondary medical liquid
therethrough: 1. A stabilizing fitting fcr securing an intravenous catheterIN

a common tube having its distal end in fluid communication a patient's skin comprising a laminar base member having 0
with the proxima' ends of said primary and secondary longitudinal axis, an upper surface and a lower surface. p-

tubes and its proximal end open for the flow of liquid sure-sensitive adhesive means on at least a part of said lawn

therefrom to form a primary liquid flow path comprising surface of said base member, a catheter hub-retaining cradlel
said primary tube and said common tube and a secondry said upper surface of said base member, said cradle having I
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"~Id filmtit; niins is, Wuing an on-ofl s .kc fir startnj: of a ,t.ihifcal.5 )rasI' td~ I%,cr) as

anid %torin flow.. spooli %,ls'c fuidl) con~tcd it, thle liesise, thiikiter, t
tuimg meins. said pi-ol sAv tickbing niosed to thec ope-n
piii'iiititi ulsiin rceising the osygen fliv. froni ithe sal'. in 4.9.4
the iing mn, a flow conirtil ties ice conimected tin if, DIsSAL VtT.296. SUGIALN46

inle sie t thespsol als .an tothehsjcrh~rc hanerStartles 1. Nlaso.n. Jr.. ,"Icstn. and Msichael D. Hnt
ont is outlet sid.. said flows control dce ico ntrolling flows Handle R.h~C.n.asciist ugku
into the h~ pe~rtic i.limnihir. A second floss line cst'nriitg \.J..
from tlise %pol '.alsc to .in t.'haium valt. ror the. lti pie. Filed lDec. 19. 1979, Ser. No. 104.S
hairi.. chairnlsr. pressure control mcjatts Iii'. ng an inilet in lnt. (V. A6211 71Y)
commtinikation '.sith the pressure in the h~rcrharie chint- U.S. a1. 128-201.15
her anid in oulit in contniuiicuiion wsith thc sp.,l salve

sshcreh) %is h le pircscribcd pressure is reaielid is itiin
the h~pcrharic ehan0ihth pressure control nei' ,

the spool .jIke hcrchy releasing; ie vcxnausi %alse o that
the lmi perharsc ehainlser pressure %sill be c.%hiusted .sid

helrchy upon the ret urn iof t he Lehaniher ito anihietit pres- i-
sure the rkxsuI salse e% returned to open pition for a nessA

4.296,744
DYNAMIC PATELLAR BtRACE

Pasquale M. Pl'aumbo, 906 Frome La.. McLean. Via. 22101
Continuation uf Scr. Na. 949,121. Oc. 6. 1978. abandoned. This

applicatin May 27. 19N0, Scr. No. 153.708
lnt. Cl. A61IF J1 00

U.S. Cl. 1298 C 12 Claims
9. A comfortihle. lightweight. disposable full rae. '

adapted to he wsorn utithtsui claustrophohic effect. ,u
- .0 mask comprising:

2 shell Itasinian tpper po.ton and a losser ponim m tra o re.
* . ~--.osal periphecry has ing a rim extending Outssardl) n'f,.

peripher) at ; substatital igle to the periphery;
the upper portion of thc mtask having vent means lodi'.."

heat and moisture. said sent means including a
means to present escape of particulate matter throngs ,
veitt means.

thc losser portion of the mjsLk covering the mouth 0!
isearer and hasing a region comprising an air rilta,.
medium wshich is an effective bactertal filtration mj,

1. A dynamic patellicr brace for preventing sublutation of a a strip of soft. flesible mat:r2 ixl'~ed to Wad rim alon; u,

patella throughout the complete phys.iologic range of flcsion periphery and extending inwardly of said rim: and
and movement of the knee comprising; means for securing %Aid face mask on the head Of the %rr~

means for bracing the patella; such that. %shen -.aid mask i. worn. ssid strip is hiattp
meas fr mintintg sid atelarbraingmeas psitone fesed and lightly compressed against the head of: %%.r

laterally of the patella throughout the complete ph'. so- with said %hell covering the face or a wearer but 1%.
tioned from a Wearer's face.

logic range of fexton and movement of the knee %shen the
brace is in use: and

means for causing said patellar bracing means positioned 4.296,747
laterally of the patella to apply a resultant force in the CATH-A-JET
medial direction to the patella throughout the complete Robert W. Ogle. Newnport Reach, Calif., assignor to lIMS 10
physiologic range of flexion and movement of the knee iced, Ell NMne. Calif.
when the brace is in use, Filed Feb. 11, 1960, See. No. 120,532

Int, Cl.' A61MI 5/00
U.S. Cl. 128-220 S 1.

4.296.745
SURGICAL SEALANT COMPOSITION

Christopher D. Ra) mend. High Wlycombe, England, assigner to
G. D. Searle & Co.. Skokie. 1ll. -

Filed Nov. 23, 1979. Se.No. 93.351 %z tw
Claims priority, application United Kingdom. Nov. 20. 1978,

45281/72
Int. CL' A61L 1S/00

U.S. 0. 128--156 10 Claims
1. An Adhesive surgical dressing which comprises a backing 1. A device for introductng fluid into catheters of the I-

isatertal provided on one side with a compasition comprising wuhich are partially receivable in the human urethral-, dO
per 100 parts, by weight, of a nion-biodegradable. tacky. Poly- urine from the bladder and have a free end fitment ani j
meric binding agent, selected from a group consisting of polY- pierceable injection site, comprising:
isoprene. pol) urethane. silicone, and polyisobutylene. from 12 syringe means actuable to expel fluid from an outlet W,'
to 25 parts by weight, of an in reinforcing fller and a coat. end thereof.
in3 on At least the intended skin contacting face of the dressing connector means etnding from said one end of the .i
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APPENDIX B

DONZIS PATENTS PERTAINING TO
PNEUMATIC SEAL PROTOTYPE



United States Patent 191 ,1] Patent Number: 4,874,640

Donzis (45] Date of Patent: Oct. 17, 1989

[54] LNIPACr ABSORBING COMPOSITES AND 4.663.226 5/1987 Vajs et al ......................427/421 X
THEIR PRODUCTION Primary Examiner-Shrive Beck

[76] Inventor: Byron A. Doazis, 28 E. Rivercrest Attorney. Agent. or Firm-Pravel. Gambrell, Hewitt,
Dr., Houston. Tex. 77042 Kimball & Krieger

[211 Appl. No.: 141,592 [571 ABSTRACT

(221 Filed: Jan. 7, 1988 An improved composite for absorbing and dispersing
impacting forces is disclosed. The composite includes a

Related U.S. Application Data flexible plastic enclosure defining an internal cavity.
[631 Continuauon-in.part of Se. No. 99.368. Sep. 21. 1987. The flexible enclosure is generally impermeable to air

abandoned. and capable of having its internal pressure changed. The

[51 Int. CL4 .......................... BO5D 1/18; B05D 1/02 composite further include< a foam core filling the cavity

[52] U.S. Cl .................................. 427/421; 427/430. 1; and retained within the cavity and adhered on substan-

5/481; 36/37; 36/92 tially all of its external surface to the tnte nal surface of

[58] Field of Search ..................... 427/430.1, 421; 2/2, the cavity. The cavity can. be pressurized for higher

2/22; 264/46.6, 46.8; 5/434, 481. 483, 473; impact absorbance. Methods for fabricating the com-
36/37, 89, 92, 71, 81, 82, 138,4 posites are disclosed, as well. These methods includ-

forming the outer enclosure by applying a solution/sus.
[56] References Cited pension of the prepolymer of controlled solids content

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS to the core and also car, include the step of preheating

2.626.886 1/1953 Scholl ............................. 427/421 X the core prior to coating it.

3.707,434 12/1972 Sayner ........................... 427/421 X
4,347.205 8/1982 Stewart ............................ 427/430.1 10 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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shapes based on compound curve and to retatnin2 siruc-
I.MP.ACT ABSORBING COMPOSITES AND THEIR tural integrity with the above-descnibed ballooning

PRODUCTION Representative patents in the field of shock-absorbing
or impact absorbing devices include U S Pat. No

This is a continuation-in-pan of U.S patent applica. 5 4.513,449, SHOCK ABSORBING ATHLETIC
Ser. No. 099.368. filed Sept. 21. 1987. This applica. EQUIPMENT; U.S. Pat. No 4.370.754. VARIABLE

tion is also related to U.S. patent application Set. No. PRESSURE PAD; U.S Pat No 4.453.271. PROTEC-

127,145. iled Dec. 1. 1987, now abandoned as a con. TIVE GARMENT; U.S. Pat. No. 4.217.705. SELF.
tmnuatton-in-par of Ser. No. 099,368. CONTAINED FLUID PRESSURE FOOT SUP-

SOto PORT DEVICE, all issued to Donzis. U.S Pat. No.
BACKGROUND OF THEINVENTION 4,446.634 for FOOTWEAR HAVING IMPROVED

I Field of the Invention SHOCK ABSORPTION. U.S. Pat. No. 4.397.104 for

This invention relates to improved impact absorbing INFLATABLE SOLE-SHOE. U S. Pat. No. 2.863.230
compressible composites. These composites which are for CUSHIONED SOLE AND HEEL FOR SHOES:

described in the above-noted parent application can be IS U.S. Pat. No. 4,229,889 for PRESSURIZED POROUS
shaped into smooth compound curve! and find applica- MATERIAL CUSHION SHOE BASE: U.S Pat No
tion wherever high efficien6y impact absorption is 4.637.716 for METHOD FOR MAKING ELASTO.
called for such as in athletic wear, in seating systems, in NiERIC SHOE SOLES: U.S. Pat. No. 4.635.384 ior
vehicle interior padding materials and the like. More FOOTWEAR SOLE; U.S. Pat. No. 4.610.099 for
particularly, the present invention relates to improve- 20 SHOCK-ABSORBING SHOE CONSTRUCTION.
ments in the production of these composites. and U.S. Pat. No. 4.571.853 for SHOE INSERT.

2. Background Information It is an object of the present invention to pro% ide an
There is a well-recognized need for high perfor. improved impact absorbing composite It is desired that

mance matenals for spreading or absorbing impacts. In this composite provide superior shock-absorbing per-
recent years. athletes. athletic equipment manufacturers 25 formance and also be capable of being formed into coam-
and sports medicine professionals have recognized the plex compound curve shapes. be durable and hygienic.
need for improved impact absorbing matenals in ath- It is an additional object of this continuation- in-part
letic equipment. These materials find application as heel application to provide and claim additional improved
pads and foot sole pads in shoes to absorb the shock of embodiments of this invention relating to the method
foot strike and as cushioning points under football or 30 for their production which fall within the general teach-
hockey pads such as shoulder pads. thigh pads, hip pads ings of the parent application.
and the like to name but a few typical applications.
Similar needs may be found in seating systems and in STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION

vehicle interiors, to name but a few representative fields An improved impact absorbing composite has now
in which impact absorption is a major interest. 35 been found. This composite is capable of dispersing and

One common approach to impact absorption in the absorbing impacting forces with high efficiency. The
past has involved using felts or blocks of a soft padding composite is characterized by a structure including a
material. Padding materials known heretofore include flexible plastic wall (enclosure) defining an internal

cotton padding, horsehair padding, foam rubber, cavity. This flexible enclosure is made of a material that
foamed plastics, sponge rubber and the like. In these 40 is generally impermeable to the gas such as air or a large
designs. the inherent resilience of the padding material molecule gas which it encloses and is capable of having
is employed to absorb and disperse the applied impacL its internal pressure changed. The internal cavity of the
These designs have the disadvantage that they often enclosure is filled with a foam core. This core is held in
"bottom out" or fully compress on severe impacts of the place by the cavity walls. Importantly, the core is inti-
type regularly encountered during use such as in ath. 45 mately adhered (glued, bonded or the like) on substan-
letic equipment or in vehicle interiors and thus provide tially all of its external surfaces to the internal surface of
minimal protection. When made thicker to avoid this the cavity. In preferred embodiments, the wall and the
problem, they become cumbersome and can interfere core are prestressed by one another. That is. the core
with the design of the article being padded and in the presses out against the wall and the wall pushes in
case of athletic equipment can interfere with the wear. s0 against the core. The intimate adherent contact between
er's freedom and performance. the foam core and the outer wall gives rise to an unex-

Impact absorbers have also been proposed which pected degree of product integrity and unexpectedly
employ fluid-filled bladders such as cushioning air sacks superior impact absorbing capabilities.
These devices rely upon the compressibility of the en- In some preferred embodiments, the composite has a
closed fluid to provide the desired shock-absorbing. In 55 valve or fitting communicating with the cavity so that
some embodiments of these devices. the fluid is fully the pressure within the cavity can be altered. Alterna-
enclosed and can not escape In others, the fluid is grad. tively, the cavity can be pressurized by injecting fluid
ually and controllably forced out of the bladder during through the wall and sealing the injection orifice. This
the impact with the rate of relcase being selected to permits the composite to be adjusted to accommodate
prevent exhaustion of the fluid during thc impact event. 60 varying impacts. The invention can thus include in
While effective as shock-absorbers, these devices can combination such a composite together with a device
have the failing of ballooning or otherwise expanding in for pressurizing its cavity. In other preferred embodi-

one region when another region is being compressed. ments this fitting can be removable after pressunzation
This can lead to discomfor or at minimum give an has been completed or the pressunzation can be ef-
unnatural or unstable feel to the user. In the case of es fected by the use of diffusion pumpiag.
footear. this problem can lead to an unstable foot plant Also in preferred embodiments, the foam core is an
with increased opportunity for injury. Another issue open-celled foam or a reticulated foarr ;n rhat the pres-
with this type of pad has related it, problems in forming -ire w~ithin the core is uniform i -'i r noimers

I
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have been found to be excellent for forming the cavity solids, although at the high end of this range the mate.
and the foam and are preferred materials of construc- nal may be too viscous to flow well. More preferabl.
tion. the wall-forming material is from about SO to about 75e'

In other aspects, the composites of the invention can solids.
employ cores having a plurality of different foams ar. 5 In the other variant for forming the oute., wall in situ.
ranged parallel or perpendicular to the impact direc- it has been found that in cases where the wall-forming
tion. This permits differing densities and impact rests- matenal is applied to the core, either by spraying or
tances to be present at different positions on the com- dipping, a better product results if the core is prehea'ed
posite. The impact absorbers of this invention can be to a temperature above ambient prior to application of
used in conjunction with other materials or layers in- 10 the wrIl-forming material. This elevated temperature is
cluding without limitation, cosmetic or hygienic over- preferably from about 80" F. to about 250" F. and more
layers, other shock-absorbing layers or the like. preferably from about 90" F. to about 150" F. This ele-

In yet another aspect, this invention provides a vari. vated temperature has the effect of minimizing adsorp-
ety of methods for fabricating these composites. All of tion of the liquid phase into the foam core.
these methods are characterized by creating an adher- 1 The present shock-absorbing composites can be em-
ent bond between the foam core and the outer layer and ployed in a wide range of applications. One excellentby pressurizing the core to a value effective to provide Application is as heel pads and/or sole pads for shoe%.efficient impact absorption. especially sport shoes, where they serve to absorb foot

One such method involves shaping the wall surface to strike impact with high efficiency.
create a cavity, sizing and shaping the foam core so as to 20 The composites of this invention are characterized bv
fully ill the cavity and preferably prestress the wall and being easily formed in compound curve forms. b., being
core, adhering and enclosing the core within the cavity very light weight and by being hygienic. They are fur.
and adjusting the pressure within the cavity to a value ther characterized by being adjustable in pressure. and
effective to provide efficient impact absorption. thus in impact cushioning capacity. This permits them

Another fabrication method involves shaping the 25 to serve in a wide range of applications with %%idely
wall surface to create a cavity, sizing and shaping the variable impacts.
core so as to partially fill the cavity, placing the core
within the cavity, forming an elastomeric foam and DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
preferably an open-celled or reticulated foam in situ INVENTION
within the cavity so as to fill the space between the 3o BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
preshaped foam and the cavity wall and to adhere thecavity will to the core and preferably prestress the wall The present invention will be described herein with

and core, and adjusting the pressure within the cavity to reference being made to the accompanying drawings.
• value effective to provide efficient impact absorption. Where practical in the drawings. a common reference

Yet another fabrication method involves shaping the 35 numeral is used for the same part when it appears in
wall surface to create a cavity, forming a cavity-wal, more than one Figure. In the orawing:
adherent open-celled or reticulated foam core i situ FIG. I is an exploded perspective view of the compo-
within the cavity so as to fill the cavity and preferably nents of an impact absorber of this invention:prestress the wall and core. and adjusting the pressure FIG. 2 is an cut away cross-sectional view of a shock.
within the cavity to a value effective to provide effi. 40 absorber of this invention;
cient impact absorption. FIG. 3 is a partially schematic cross sectional view of

A further fabrication method involves sizing and an impact absorbing heel pad not embodying this inven.
shaping the foam core, forming the outer wall in situ lion. This heel pad has a wall defining a pressure-tightaround and adherent to the foam core such as by shrink. cavity but does not have a foam core adhered to and
ing a film a core-adherent material around the core or 45 filling its inner surface. This figure illustrates the flaw in
by applying a layer of uncured wall material. suci as a this design that an impact can be absorbed but, at the
solution of wal-forming polymer, around and adherent same time ballooning occurs;
to the core and then curing the uncured wall material FIG. 4 is similar to FIG. 3 but illustrates that with the
thereby creating a cavity enclosing and preferably pre. present invention ballooning is prevented;
stressing the core, and adjusting the pressure within the so F.. 5 is a perspective view of an alternative foam
cavity to a value effective to provide efficient impact core for use in this invention. This core has a plurality
absorption. In a preferred embodiment of this process in of differing compression strength foams Lrranged paral.
which the wall is formed in situ around the core, the lel to the impact force,
wall-forming polymer is employed as a viscous solution FIG. 6 is a cut away cross-sectional view of anotherthat is sprayed over the core with the number of coats 5 alternative embodiment of the impact absorber of thisof sprayed material being selected to yield an outer wall invention in which the wall material defining the cavity

of appropriate thickness, is further shaped to provide a supportive column:
The present invention particularly involves two pro- FIG. 7 is another cross sectional view of the absorber

cessing variants for forming the outer wall in situ. In shown in FIG. 6 taken along line 7-7;
one variant, the wall is formed by dipping a foam core 6o FIG. 8 is an exploded perspective view of .he compo-
in fluid uncured (prepolymer) wall material and thereaf. nents of the absorber of FIGS. 6 and 7;
i er curing the wall material. In this process it is essential FIG. 9 is a perspective view of an alternative embodi-that the wall forming phase be a very high solids con. ment of the impact absorber of this invenion. Thistent suspension. It has been found, that if this is done. embodiment employs a core which has a pluralit) of
unexpectedly, the core. especially in its preferred open 65 differing compression strength foams arranged perpen.
cell form, does not adsorb (soak up) and become satu- dicular to the impact force: n
rated with excess wall-formine material. Prefcr,blv the FIG. 10 is a phantom top view of a core configuration
vall-ormine material is from about 50 to abou, ,1!- for use with closed cell foam materials

I
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FIG 11 is a cross sectional view of the core showan in In the embodiment shown in FIGS land 2. the outer
FIG 10 taken along line 11-11"i all is preshaped into the desired corCiguration and

FIG 12 is a phantom top view of another core con- then the foam core is adhered to it. In another embodi-
figuration for use with closed cell foam materials; ment. the outer wall can be formed around the foam

FIG. 13 is a cross sectional view of the core shown in 5 core. One way to accomplish this is to use a liquid pol>-
FIG 12 taken along line 13-13'; met precure solution or suspension which is applied to

FIG. 14 is a cut away cross sectional view of a shoe the outer surface of the core and then cured It has beer.
containing a shock-absorber of the present invention found that this method has advantages when the solu-
and additionally having a pump for pressurizing the tion or suspension is sprayed onto the foam Since the
core of the absorber; 10 foam employed herein is preferably of open-cell con-FIG. 15 is a cross sectional view of an automotive struction, it has been found that the use of spraying
dash board incorporating an impact absorber of this allows a coherent outer film to be achieved without
invention; soaking the foam with excess solution or suspension.

FIGS. 16 and 17 are two views of an additional repre- Another way to accomplish this is to use plastic sheet
sentative application fcr tiie shock-absorbers of this IS stock and laminate it to the core or shrink it around the
invention as a foot pad, core. In any of these alternative modes of construction.

FIG. 18 is a perspective view of a shoulder pad under it is essential that there be a strong adherent bond be-
pad application for the shock-absorbers of this inven- tween the wall and essentially the entire outer surface of
ion; the core.

FIGS. 19 and 20 are graphs illustrating the effective- 20 Of the plastics useful in forming the films. preference
ness of the impact absorbers of this invention and their is given to the flexible poly(urethane)s because of their
adaption to various body weights and to various im- ready availability. These materials are available from I
ati, tP. Stevens Company and Deerfield Urethane.Inc.. to
FI.ks name but two regular suppliers. Representative usefulFIG. 21 is a partially cross-sectional vie rn of a sho - 5 plastic films include the De,:rfield "Dureflex' polvtture-absorber of this invention employing an alternative thane) films. These materials can be preformed. as inpressunzation modality and an alternative wall-forming FIGS, I and 2 or they can be used as stock goods. When

technique; and a liquid is used to apply the outer wall. it is typicall aFIGS. 22A and 22B are partially cross-sectional solution of a prepolymer or resole resin. Vinyl films can
views of'two stages of pressurization of a shock- 30 be used in this application. A typical vinyl film is the
absorber of this invention employing a diffusional pres- vinyl adhesive sealant produced by W. R. Grace and
surization modality, marketed by Fclectic Products as Eclectic 6000 adhe-

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED sive sealant. These materials are solvented in halocar.
EMBODIMENTS bons such as perchloroethylene and the like. A pre-

35 ferred liquid coating is based on the polyurethanes.
Referring to FIGS. I and 2 in more detil, these fig- Again. the nonrigid urethane polymers are preferred.ures illustrate an impact absorber 10. Impact absorb,.r The solutions known in the art for forming flexible

10 includes a foam core 11 and top and bottom wall urethane films are very suitable for this application.
sections 12 and 14 which when j"ned define a cavity Typical urethane polymer solutions include the reaction
I. A layer of adhesive 16 is present between essentially 40 product of a dii.ocyanate such as toluene diisocyanateall of the inner surface of cavity IS and the outer surface or hexamethylene diisocyanate with a po;:ol such as a
of foam core 11. This layer is shown on core 11 but poly(ether polyol). These reaction products are com-
could as well be on the inside surface of the wall or on monly produced in a mixed solvent system such as a
both the core and the wall as desired. When wall sec- polar solvent (for example. Butyl Cellosolve, Cello-tions 1Z and 14 are joined, the cavity which they define 45 solve Acetate. butyl Carbitol, or diacetone alcohol or
is pressure tight. It is possible to equip the impact ab. the like) in combination with an aromatic solvent such
sorber with a valve or fitting such as valve 16. Valve 16 as toluene. benzene. or hydrocarbon distillate fractions
is a -Halkey-Roberts" type urethane valve which is heavy in aromatics and having a boiling range in theshown in FIG. I in its pre-assembly form. After incor- range of from about 140" to 240' C. In preferred appli-
poration. the top end of valve 16 is cut off flush with the 50 cations, the fluid film-forming material is sprayed onto
surface of the shock-absorber as shown in FIG. 2. Any the foam so as to minimize soak in and build up. In this
equivalent form of valve, pressure control aperture or case, it is preferable to use a relatively viscous, high
other means to increase the pressure within the cavity solid content suspension/solution. Typical viscosities
can be used, if desired. This valve allows the pressure in are 100 cps or greater such as us to about 1.000 cps.
the intenor (cavity 15) of the impact absorber to be 55 Typical solids contents are from about 25% to about
adjusted, as desired, by adding or removing fluid from 60%. Materials outside of these ranges can be used but
the cavity. the above ranges are preferred.

The outer wall of the impact absorber is formed of In one preferred application, the liquid film forming
flexible plastic. The materials used to form the wall can matenal is applied to the foam by dipping. In this case it
be selected from the film-forming flexible plastics. Vir- 60 is preferable to use a high solid content suspension/solu-
ually any plastic can be used so long as it is resistant to tlion. Preferably. the suspension/solution shall contain at

bacterial attack. flexible and shapable into the forms and least about 50.% t.y weight solids and more preferably
configurations desired. Useful film-forming plastics from about 50 to about 75% by weight solids. Such
include poly(urethane)s both of he poly(ether) and :he solution/suspension has the advantage of not soakirgpoly(eiter) form. poly(ester)s suCh as pol(eth.- -e. into the foam core even when the foam core is openter'phthalatet. fle ible pol-,(vnfl)s. elastomcrc cellc-d construction.

poly(olefint 'uch as nol .hsop ,encl. poly(isobutIcnei,. This outer wall, when applied as a liquid can be dried
and neopre-'. ', :-..:,ol. ,teth.iene)s and the hir :-., rnoved) and cured by the application of heat

I
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and/or the application of a curing catalyst such as an This intimate fit may be accomplished in other ska.s
amine Other cunng modalities ,sch as photocunng can as well. For one. the core can be foamed in place A.ithin
be employed as well. if appropriate. The liquid wall, the wall structure using injectable flexible foam forming
forming compositions can contain plasticizers and materals known in the art. With the preferred urethane
builders and the like. if desired. The particular condi- 5 foams, a typical foaming mixture can include a poly-
tions used for forming the outer wall are conventional ether poly'il. a diisocyanate such as toluene diisocya-
for processing polymers such as the urethanes which nate. water, and amine and organotin catalysts. This
are preferred and are known to those of skill in the mixture generally contains polymeric fillers and flexibil-
polymer arts. izers (plasticizers) as well. The added -ater reacts with

In those applications where the outer wall is applied 10 the isocyanates to produce an amine plus carbon dioxide
as a liquid, either by dipping or by spraying, it can be of gas which foams the liquid. Other foaming agents such

advantage to preheat the foam core. This preheating as gases including carbon dioxide, nitrogen, air or the
raises the temperature of the foam core to above ambi- like as well as low boiling liquids. (commonly low-boil.
ent, that is preferably above g0" and more preferably ing fluorocarbons and the like) can also be added. By
above 90" and up to the highest temperature at which IS controlling the amount of foaming matenal added and
the foam core remains thermally stable Such high tern- the cure conditions. the core so formed can. if desired.
peratures include 250" F. or higher if possible. Preferred prestress the outer wall as is preferred. The in situ cores
temperatures ire from about 90-2S0" F. and especially ran be cloed-cell foams, open-celled foams or reticu-

from about 100-50' F. This preheating of the core lated foams as desired.

appears to assist the formation of a film when the liquid 20 In a hybrid form of construction. the foam core can
wall-forming material is applied. These elevated tem- be a composite of a preshaped foam body which does

perature. can be achieved by autoclaving the core prior not completely fill the cavity created by the outer %%all
to apply g the outer material. and an added foam-in-place layer betw.een the %%all andToapplyighe outer at erpi athe preshaped body. Thus form "f fabrication has the

The outer wall, whether supplied as a preformed 25 advantage that the desired intimate fit is achieved ivth
structure, a cured liquid overcoat or a shrunk or ad. a minimum or preshaping and fitting %% hale at the same
hered layer of stock goods is commonly from about I to time the preshaped core provides a measure of dmen.
200 mils n thickness with thiknesses in the range of sional stabilty and integrity to the composite duringfrom about 2 to 50 mils being preferred and excellent fabrication.
results being attained with thicknesses of from about 3 30 The third component of the impact absorbers of :nis

to about 35 nils, invention is an adhesive for affixing the foam core -o the
The core of the impact absorber is a foam. This foam wall. This adhesive is most conveniently an a..tivated

is preferably an open-celled foam. that is a foam in adhesive such as a light activated adtesive UV acti-
which the various cells are in communication with each vated adhesive or heat activated adhesive .o as to per-
other and with the outer surface of the Coam. Similar 35 mit the pans to be fitted together and then bonded. A
properties are achieved with a reticulated foam, that is tvpicaJ heat-activated adhesive is the Royal Adhesivea foam which has been treated to break down mem. DC- 11324 matenal sold by Uniroyal. This adhesive is a
branes which separated various cells. Foam rubber, two part poly(urethane)/isocyanate adhesive which has
foamed latex, vinyl foams and the like can be used. The the added advantage of being water-based. When ap-
preferred foam material for use in the core is poly(ure- 40 plied to the foam and/or w.l it dries to a non-tacky
thane) foam. Representative foams include the "Enso- surface which permits easy assembly. This material

lite" foams sold by Uniroyal Plastics Co., Inc. and the heat-activates at 300"-32'" F. to form a tough adherent
flexible urethane foams sold by the E. R. Carpenter bond. Other useful adhesives can include epoxy adhe-
Company. stves, contact cemeait type poly(urethane) adhesives

Typical densities for the foam core range from be. 45 such as the Uniroval Silaprenes". the 3M "Scothgrip*"

tween about 0.5 to about 15 pounds per cubic foot. adhesives and the isoprene contact cements. In general.
Preferred foam densities are from about 2 to 10 pounds one can empluy as adhesive any material which will
per cubic fo. bond the fo-.m to the outer wall with a strength which

It will be appreciated that because the foam core is will not b.- exceeded by the forces of impact appliedI to
adhered to the outer wall it is in effect a structural mem- 50 the impact absorber or by the forces applied by the
ber. The adhered foam serves to prevent the ballooning pressire applied to the impact absorber.
of the device as previously described. This duty puts l the fabrication methods in which a liquid solution
strain upon the foam of the core. If the foAm separates of prepolymer is applied to the core to create the outer
under this strain it can result in a loss of integrity of the layer or in which the core is foamed in place, it is often
device. With this potential problem in mind. it is possi- .3 the case that the required intimate bond between the
ble to reinforce the foam by including filaments or fibers core and the outer wall is formed directly without the
or fabrics in it. Typical reinforcements can be inorgaric need for added adhesive.
materals such as fiberglass or carbon fiber- natiral The outer wall portions of the impact absorber are
organic fibers such as silk. cotton, wool or the like or joined together such as by the use of adhesive or by heat
synthetic organic fibers such as urethane fiber,. nylon 60 sealing or the like to give a fluid impermeable wall to
filaments, nylon fabrics, aramid filaments ard fabrics, which the inner core is bonded. After the fusing to-
and the like. This reipforcement can be laminated into gether of the wall components, the impact absorber can
the foam. incorporated into the foam or o,herwise com- be trimmed and. if desired, further shaped to conform to
pounded into the foam as is known by those skilled in the environment of use.
the art. V. The core of the present impact absorbers contain aIn the embodiment shown in FICS I and 2. the inter- fluid Gases and in particular air are very suitable fluids.

nal f.oam core is preshaped to fit t.ehtl ,,ithin the outer Liquid% and glls could be us:d as well. if det-!C One
•;' of the impact absorber m:cr!!'-i2 :lass of fluids fo! use in inflatin-" .. .- .
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shock-absorbers are the gases denominated the "super- between the vanous sections. If such fluid communica-
gases- by Manon Rudy in his U.S. Pat. No. 4.219,945 tion is desired. gaps must be left in the glue layers or
FOOTWEAR. These gases are large molecule gases glues which are fluid-permeable must be used.
such as the heavily substituted halocarbons, for example Absorber 80 includes several other features v.hich
hesafluaroethane. perfluoropropane. perfluorobutane. 5 can be incorporated into the present absorbers. An exte-
perfluorohexane. perfiluoroheptane, octafluorocyclobu- nor pad 85 is provided. This can provide additional
tane. hexafluoropropylene, tetrafluormethane, 1,2- shock-absorbancy. A top layer 86 is also present. This
dichlorotetrafluorethane. l.l.2-tnchloro-l.2.2-tnfluore- can be a cosmetic over layer or can be provided as a
•hane. bromotrifluoromethane and the like. These gases replaceable hygienic layer.
have the property of being preferentially retained 10 In the absorbers shown in FIGS. 1. 6 and 9. the means
within elastomeric membranes through which air, nitro- for adjusting the pressure (valve 16) has been in commu-
gen, oxygen and other "smaller" molecules can diffuse. nication with the foam core itself and has relied upon
This leads to the interesting phenomenum that these the open-cell foam structure of the core to distribute the
smaller molecules of gas can. with the passage of time. applied pressure throughout the core and thus provide a
diffuse into the cavity created by the polymenc wall IS uniform level of support throughout the absorber.
and filled with the supereases and thus increase the While this structure is very suitable, one can also em-
observed pressure within the cavity. ploy closed-cell foams, if desired. FIGS. 10 and 11. and

Turning to FIGS. 3 and 4, the advantages of the FIGS. 12 and 13 respectively illustrate two representa-
impact absorber of this invention are graphically illus- live configurations for a closed-cell foam core. In the
trated. In each ur these figures a shoe 30 is shown to- 20 configuration shown in FIGS. 10 and 11, the core 87
gether with foot 31 impacting downward into a heel contains an aperture 88 into which the pressure adjust.
pad shown as 32 (in FIG 3-not according to the in- ing valve 16 can fit. This aperture 88 communicates
vention) and as 10 (in FIG 4-in accord with this in- with a network of channels 89 spaced throughout the
vention). In the case of heel pad 32, the downward core so as to transmit and distribute the pressure applied
pressure of the heel causes the center of the pad 34 to be 2! to aperture 88. In this embodiment. the network of
severely depressed , hile permitting the edges 35 and 36 channels is contained by and enclosed by the closed-cell
to balloon up. This can be uncomfortable and unstable. foam core. This means that the core itself can contribute
With pad 10 the center 33 depresses somewhat but there to the containment of the pressure applied to the chan-
is minimal ballooning. nels. This offers the advantage that localized stress on

Turning now to FIG. S. a variation of the core 11 is 30 the outer wall is avoided or minimized and possible
shown. This core (core SO) is fabricated from a plurality failures due to rupture at localized stress points are
of foams of differing properties, for example density. As minimized.
shown, the core includes a series of plugs SIA. SIB, etc The configuration shown in FIGS. 12 and 13 is sub-
or firm density foam inserted into the body of core 11. stantially the same as that shown in FIGS. 10 and 11
This can result in a light weight core having the firm- 35 w ith the exception that aperture 97 communicates with
ness of the plugs. This is merely a representative config- a network of passages 98 wh~ch are not fully contained
urafion and one could as well have one entire section of within the core. This configuration does not offer the
the core with one density foam and another section with localized stress relief of the configuration of FIGS. 10
another density. One could also vary the core based on and 11 but would be less expensive and simpler to pro-
other properties, such as the ability of a region of the 40 duce.
foam to take a set or the like. The various core sections Turning to FIG. 14 an additional embodiment of the
iate adhered to the outer wall of the impact absorber as impact absorber is shown as foot pad 90 housed within
is shown in FIGS. I and 2. One could form a core of this the sole portion of shoe 95. Foot pad 90 includes the
type by placing preshaped pieces of one foam in the foam core 11 and adherent outer wall 12/14 described
cavity and then foaming in place the other material, if 43 herein. Pad 90 is equipped with a built in pump to alter
desired. the pressure within its core. This pump includes a one

The plastic wall of the impact absorber can have way check valve 16 which admits air into pump cavity
structural properties and contribute to the rigidity and 91. Pump cavity 91 is compressed and released to give
shock-absorbing properties of the device. FIGS. 6, 7 a region of low pressure so that air can enter through
and S illustrate an embodiment 60 of the impact ab- S0 valve 16. When the cavity 91 is depressed again, this
sorber which includes a depression or "column" 61 in forces the newly admitted air through passage 92 into
its structure so as to provide additional wa'l surface and the core 11. thus increasing its pressure. This process is
structure in that region of the absorber. In this embodi- repeated until the proper pressure is attained. Shoe 95
ment as shown ia FIG. 8. the valve 16 is illustrated also includes a collar 93. This can be formed with the
being laminated into the composite as the top 12 is 53 same structure as pad 90 with an internal core adhered
joined to the bottom 14. to the walls. Such a collar would be very effective at

FIG. 9 illustrates other variations which may be em- absorbing the shock which would occur as the wearer's
ployed without departing from the spirit of this inven- foot comes up in the shoe and impacts it or would be
tion. FIG. 9 shows impact absorber 80. The foam core effective as a protection to the wearer's ankle znd achil-
of absorber 80 is fabncated from several different foams 60 les tendon region.
including foam section 81. section 82, section 83 and FIG. 1S illustrates that the present invention finds
section 84 These sections are all adhered to the wall application in many areas beyond athletic equipment. It
12/14. Valve 16 is again provided to permit the pressure illustrates an automotive dashboard structure 101 hay-
of the core to be altered and controlled. The various ing an impact pad 100 on its race as well as phantom
core sections can be adhered to one another. if desired 65 steenng wheel 102. Impact pad IN includes core 11.
If they are adhered to one another, it must be borne in wall 12/14 and valve 16 Such a pad can provide effi-
mind that ;n- rie I. vers or the like between the various cient dashboard impact protection or the occupants of
'cctions =3-..".-.- '-m: rs for the transport o' fluid the automobile in the event of a crash.
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FIGS. 16 and 17 illustrate in two views a ventilated are incorporated by reference. FIGS. 22A and 2B
footpad 110 for use in shoes. Pad 110 has a complex illustrate this process in schematic view. In these fig-
shape which requires numerous compound curves. In ures, FIG. 22A illustrates a shock-absorber 220 ha.ing
its application as a shoe footpad. pad 110 will be sub- a spray- on outer wall 211 and a pressunzable open-
jected to a wide variation in impacts depending upon $ celled foam core 11. Large molecule gas is present
the weight of the runner using it and the runnez,., light, within the voids or cells of core II. These large mole-
ness of footstnke. It is of substantial advantage to adjust cules are fancifully shown as 221. even though, of
the pressure within the pad with valve 16 to accommo- course they can not in fact be seen. These molecules are
date these variations, held and enclosed by wall 211 and can not escape as

FIG. 18 illustrates another embodiment of the present 10 shown representationally by their bouncing c.IT of the
invention, an underpad 180 for use in conjuncton with wall. Absorber 220 is at a low pressure mode as shown
contact sports shoulder pars. Underpad 180 has a struc- by its flat to concave section. Wall 211 is fabricated of
ture which includes numer.,us compound curves and a a material which is permeable to small gas molecules
plurality of "Swiss-cheese" holes through its structure. and in particular nitrogen and oxygen molecules from
The compound curve-forming ability and the plurality 15 air, shown as 222. These small molecules permeate the
of holes permit the pad to conform to and bend over the wall and cause the internal pressure of core 11 to in-
wearer's shoulder with comfort and breathability. It is a crease. This effect is shown in FIG. 21B where the
special advantage that the present invention makes diffused -small- molecules have entered the core and
these complex curves possible and provides superior caused it to press against the affixed wall 211 and ex-
shock and impact absorption in such settings. 20 pand the body. This pressurizat:on by diffusion can lead

FIG. 21 illustrates another embodiment of the present to enhanced life for the shock-absorbers and to in-
invention. It shows pad 210 in which the foam core 11 creased performance.
is surrounded by a wall 211 which has been formed ce eformie-
around and in intimate adhesion to the core by applying
a liquid polymer suspension to the outer surface of the 25 demonstrated by comparative tests. A series of impact

core and then curing the polymer to produce the wall. tests were run on a standard state-of-the-art basketball

In one preferred embodiment, the outer surface is shoe. The same tests were then performed on the same

created by spraying several layers of a curable polymer model shoe which had been modified by replacing a

suspension onto the open-cell foam of core 11. Typical portior of its sole structure (the heel pad region) with

polymer suspensions are the urethane suspensions such 30 an impact absorber of this invention. The impact ab-

as the two pan sprayable system marketed by Technical sorber was fabricated from 35 mil flexible poly(ure-
Urethanes, Inc, Clearbrook. Va. as Techthane 9OSS. thane). The core was about 4 inch thick open-cell poly-
This representative material is a mixture of an aliphatic (urethane) foam of 5 lbs per cubic foot density. The
poly(ether urethane) and a curing agent. These two foam core slightly prestressed the outer wall by being
materials are mixed in about equal volume ratio and 3 somewhat oversized and was adhered to the walls using
applied typically with an airless sprayer at a viscosity of * a heat activatee water-based urethane adhesive. Tests
100-200 cps. This suspension has a solids content of were run with the core sealed at atmospheric pressure
about 45-50% by weight which, when coupled with the and with the core pressurized to 5 and 10 psig. FIGS. 19
viscosity just recited, gives rise to minimal soak-in into and 20 present the results of these tests. In each figure
the open-cell foam. The material cures to a tightly ad- 40 line A is :he results observed with the prior art shoe. It
hered layer around the core at room temperature or can can be seen that for a given application of energy to the
be quick-cured by the application of heat. Additional shoe, i.e. a given impact, the shoe transmits a certain
layers of the suspension can be applied to produce the peak force and a certain acceleration. (in G's) to the
desired strength and thickness of coating. wearer. Lines B show the results achieved wnen the

As noted above, the coating can be applied by dip- 45 atmospheric bladder is used. They show that the force
ping, as well, when the solids content of the suspension and acceleration transmitted to the wearer is signifi-
is above about 50% by weight. This coating can be cantly reduced. Importantly, this reduction occurs over
carried out with improved efficiency when the core is the entire range of applied energies. Thus the effective-
preheated and this preheat condition is maintained dur- ness of the present absorbers is substantially universal
ing the coating, or at least the initial stages of the coat- 50 and will be observed with hard impacts such as may
ing. result with heavy athletes and also with lighter impacts

Under atmospheric conditions, this process will give such as may result with lighter weight athletes, etc.
rise to a shock-absorber having an atmospheric pressure Lines C show that even better shock-absorbancy is
within the core. This pressure can be increased by add- achieved when a positive pressure is applied to the
ing additional pressurization fluid to the core. This can 5s bladders. Similar results were obtained with the 5 and
be carried out using a valve as has been previously 10 pound pressures whici suggest that in practical
described or alternatively can be carried out as depicted terms these pressures may be quite adequate. On the
in FIG. 21 by injecting fluid such as a gas directly basis of these tests, it is believed that pressures in the
through the wall 211 by means of a needle 213. In the range of 0 to about 20 psig are preferred.
figure. this gas is supplied through line 212. Wall 211 60 The present invention has beer, described herein in
can be self-sealing, or a sealant can be applied over the detail with respect to a number of preferred embodi-
hole created by needle 213 so as to assure the retention ments and configurations. It will be appreciated. how-
of the pressure applied from line 212. ever, that modifications and changes to vainous aspects

As previously noted, in some embodiments, the core of these embodiments may be made while still coming
or the shock-absorber can be pressurized using the pro- t! with in the spint and scope of this invention which is as
tess of diffusion pumping as disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. defined by the following claims.
. '_ 19.Q4 5 and 4.271.606. both of which illustrate typical The term -solution/u,,pension". as used in the above

_'--als for forming walls suitable for this process and specification and as u-e1 i the following claims, is
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intended to means "solution/suspension" and has been 4. The method of claim 1 %% herein the core is pre.
used as an abbreviation of such. heated to a temperature above ambient pnor to appk,-

What is claimed is: ing to its outer surface the layer of prepol.mer solu-

1. A method for producing a shock-absorbing com- tion/suspenszon nd wherein said core is at a tempera-

posite for absorbing and dispersing impacting forces S ture above ambient during application of the layer.

comprising forming a flexible foam core shaped and 5. The method of claim 4 wherein the preheat tern-

sized as required for said shock-absorbing composite. perature is a temperature between 60" F. and the ther-
applying to the outer surface of said core a layer of mal decomposition temperature of the core.
Srepolymer solution/suspension, curing the layer of 6. The method of claim 4 wherein the preheat tern.
prepolymer solution/suspension to yield a flexible plas- 10 perature is a temperature between 90" F. and 250' F.
trilyer olutierbyon/susmsion tyi a flexible s d- 7. The method of claim 6 wherein the coi e is an open-
tic layer thereby forming a flexible enclosure surround- celled foam core.
ing and adhered on all sides to said core. said flexible S. The method of clsim 7 wherein the applying is
enclosure being capable of having its internal pressure effected by spraying.
changed. i5 9. The method of claim 6 where'n said applying is

2. The method of claim I wherein said applying is carried out b5 dipping and w.herein the solution/suspen-
carned out by dipptng and wherein the solution/suspen- sion is a suspension having a solids content of at least
sion is a suspension having a solids content of at least about 50% by weight.
about 50% by weight. 10. The method of claim 9 wherein said suspension

3. The method of claim 2 wherein said suspension has 20 has a solids content of from about 50% by Weight to
a solids content of from about 50% by weight to about about 75% by weight.
75% by weight. 0 0
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2.635.240 4/1953 Tausch ...... 2/18 reservoir to releasably hold air is disposed in the cavity
2.997.100 8/3961 Morms ......... /34 of the fabric structure and bonded, at least in part. to at
3.04.075 7/1962 Rawlinp .............................. 2/22 a fth rnal srface of the fab3,248,738 5/1966 Morgan ............. .... .................. 2/2 la aonnfhmen~ufcoteansrc
3.254133 6/1966 Morgan . cre. In one embodiment. the flexble foam poron in-

3.465.364 9/1969 Edelon .................................... 2/22 cludes a multi-layered laminate of at least three open-

3,00,472 3/1970 Castellam ............ 2/2 celled foams of different foam density. The shock ab-
107.727 4/1970 Marhack ........................... 5/434 X sorbing structure further includes shield structure to

3,5&a.639 6/1971 Ficks ................. 2/22 distrbute the applied force across at least a portion of

3,609,764 10/1971 Morgan the fabric covered foam laminate.
3.675.377 7/1972 Suter.
3,849.801 1/1974 Holt et a.
3,866.241 2/1975 Grant ....................... . 2 9 Clala 13 Drawing Fgures
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trolled shock attenuation. Whje the present invention
MULI'-LAYERED, OPLN-CELLED FOA.M SHOCK has many application% it will generally be descrited

ABSORBLG STRUCTURE FOR ATHLETIC with refrence tO athletic equipment. It wl be apparent
EQUIPMSIT to those skilled us the art t.'at the present teachings may

5 advantageously be employed in other applicatiors
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELLTED where controlled shock attenuation is required

APPLICATIONS The preent invention utilizes a controlled transfer of
This patent applicanon is a continuation-a-part of my air bet'.een an interior region and the atmosphere out-

earlier application, Ser. No. 357.588. filed on Mar. 12. side the piece of shock absorbing equipment to present
1982, for Protective Shock Absorbing Equipment. 1low 10 the force inflicted upon the equipment with an oppo.
abandoned. sitely directed force of substantially equal magnitude to

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENION impart to the wearer a substantially negligible resultantBACKR~t fD F TE [NEN'IIONforce.

This invention relates to shock absorbing equpment. Accord,.ng to one embodiment of the present tivet:-
and more particularly to protective shock absorbing 11 tion. a flexible open-cefled foam portion is covered with
athletic equpment for wear during contact sports, and a fabric. The fabric t. generally r impermeable. but has
to methods for making such equipr, a pluratity of ur permeable regie'ns selectively distrib-

Shock absorbing equpment has long . en known and uted. The air permeable regions produce continuous
used where shock attenuation is required. For example. flid communication between the foam porclon inside
to reduce the trauma iflicted upon people in vehicle :0 the fabnc covering and the atmosphere outs;.e Upon
co~isions. closed-ceU foam materials have been used L applicauon of a force to the faba. covering, a portion of
automobile dash board sand-filled barrels have been the volume of air contained within the cell structure of
deployed about highway obstructions, and ur-bags that the foam is selectively transferred through the air per-
inflate upon vehicle impact have been used in passenger meable regions of the fabric covering to the outside of
compartments. Raw cotton and woo! batting have been 25 the covering. The rate of tran.sfer is controlled such that
used for padding and packaging needs, and both batting the milicted force is met with a resistance of substan-
and inflatable member have been used in clothing and tially equal magnitude and opposite direction to pro-
thletic equipment, duce a resultant force of substantially neg:igible magni-

Athletc equipment, such as shoulder pads. nb pro- tude for infliction upon the wearer. Shield stri cture istector, hip pads. thigh pads. and so forth are com- 30
included to dstribute the force across the fabric coy-

moaly worn by participants us a great variety of sports ered foam.
in which body contact with either another paricpat According to one uspect of the present invention, the
or with a piece of equipment used in the sport presents

the risk of injury. Such equipment has long been known flexible open-celled foam potmon includes a multi-lay-

and used by athletes in contact sports such as football 35 ered laminate of open-celled foams having different

hockey and so forth. foam densities. In.one embodiment of the present ,inen-

One type of known prior art athletic equipment in- non. the laIvmate includes at least three foam layers In

cludes a relatively hard outer shell of leather, vulea, another embodiment, the laminate includes a pluraity

razed fiber, or simlar matersa. and an inner layer of soft of foam layers diposed adjacent an inflatable-deflatable

padding material. So constructed, the hard outer layer 40 structural element.

receives the applied force or shock and serves to spread According to another aspect of the present invention.

the force over a large area where it is absorbed and a method for making shock absorbing structure for

cushioned by the soft padding material. Known prior a.lhluc equipment includes cutting open-celled foam

ar padding materials include cotton padding, foam into a desired pattern, bonding an air.tight fabric to the

rubber, foam plastic material, sponge rubber. expanded 45 foam to form an air-tight enclosure about the foam, and

rubber or vinyl and the like, with the resilience of such inflicting a plurality of holes in the fabric at predeter-
material tending to absorb a portion of the applied mined locations such that the holes penetrate through
force. the fabric and into the cel structure of the foam.

Another known type of athletic equipment includes BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
an inflatable balloon-Like structure which is inflated 50
with air to a pressure above one atmosphere and then The invention will further be described with refer-
sealed to maintain the air within the structure. When a ence to the accompanying drawings which illustrate
force is imparted to such a structure, a portion of the air shock abs ;bing structure for athletic equipment in
volume within the structure immediately adjacent the accordance with the present invention, wherein like
point of contact on the structure is forced to another 55 members bear like reference numerals and wherein:
region within the structure causing the entire structure FIG. I is a perspective view of football ssoulder
to balloon. This ballooning effect tends to redistribute pads. a nb protector, hip pads and thigh pads in accor-
the applied force in the same manner that stepping on dance with the present invention
one end of an elongated balloon redistributes the ap- FIG. 2 ic a perspective view of a po-tion of the shoul-
plied force to the other end of the balloon causing the 60 der pads illustrated in FIG. I.
other end to bulge. FIG. 3 is a section view through the shoulder pad

Thie known prior art shock absorbing equipment, illustrated in FIG 2 along the line 3-3. wilih the struc-
however, does not effectively reduce the force actuady lure laed substanlially fIla
imparted to the user to a negligible value. FIG 4 is an alternate erbcdiment of the structure

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION i llustrated in FIG 3,
FIG 5 is a schematic cross-secticn view of shock

According to the- prewnt invention, shock absorbing absorbing structure according to the present in'entzon.
structure for athleti; equipment is provided for con- and
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disposed adjacent the second piece of fabrc 14. and the pressure within and without the shock absorbing s'ruc-
foam layer 166 is dLsposed between the foam layers 16a ture 10 is the same because apertuies 60 reduce the

and 1. pressure differential across the portion of the fabric

Each foam layer 16a. 16b and 16c have a difTerent enclosure 54 containing the aur-permeable apertures 60

foam density. The density of the foam layer 16. which S to a quiescent value of zero. Since the inflicted external

is designed to be disposed adjacent the body of the force is zero, the resulted force R transmitted to the
wearer, has the lowest foam density. Its foam density wearer 52 is also zero.

should be no more than approximately one pound per Referring now to FIG. 66, a force F1 is inflicted upon
cubic foot. The preferred range of densities is between the shock absorbing structure 10. In the absence of the
one-half and three-quarter pound per cubic foot. 10 apertures 60, the inflicted force may tend to distort the

Soft foam is used in foam layer 16c to enhance com- shape of the cavity 56. but it cannot aJter the volume of

fort levels and provide proper fit. Since the structure 10 air contained within the cavity 56 because air is essen-
must be shaped to conform to the body of the wearer. tuily an incompressible fied. On the other hand, if the

the foam layer 16c must have sufficient softness to con- apertures 60 were uncontrollably large, the inflicted
form to the contour of the body while providing good 15 force Fi would tend to collapse the structure 10 expel-
body contLctL ing the ur contained within the cellular structure of the

To further enhance fit and comfort, an alternate em- foam portion 58 through the aperture 60. In either case.

bodiment illustrated in FIG. 4 includes a foam layer 16€ a significant portion of the inflicted force would ikely
having a plurality of regions 16d of vaned height. In be imparted to the wearer. Controlled expulsion of the
operation. as the structure 10 is fitted about the body. 20 air contained in the cellular structure, however, reduces

sides 16t of the height-varied regions 16d move closer the resultant force Imparted to the wearer to substai-

together ard tend to form a firmer fit than the structure tially zero.

illustra'ed in FIG. 3. As the force Ft is inflicted upon the shock absorbing

Referng once again to FIG. 3, the outer foam layer structure 10, a portion of the air contained in the cellu-

16a has a relatively high foam density. The density 25 lar structure of the foam portion 59 is transferred from

range is from approximately 3 pounds per cubic foot to the cavity 56. through the apertures 60. and into the
16 pounds per cubic foot or more. The preferred range atmosphere outside the structure 10. The volume of air

is approximately 3 to 4 pounds per cubic foot. transferred per unit of time, which is determined by the
The foam layer 16b sandwiched between the high size and number of the apertures 60, is chosen t, create

density outer foam layers 16a and the low density inner 30 a back pressure in the cavity 56 which presents the

foam layer 16c has an intermediate density between the inflicted force F2 with a force F2 of equal magrutuue

densities of the inner and outer foam layers. The pre- and opposite direction. The forces F1 and F2 vectonally

ferred density of the foam layer 166 is approximately 2 add such that the resultant force R imparted to tie

pounds per cubic fool wearer 52 is essentially zero.

The foam portion 16 in the illustrated embodiment 35 The force Ft exists for some finite period of time and

has three foam densities by virtue of having three foam thus can be viewed as increasing in magnrurde from
members. 16. 166 and 16. More than three foam mem- zero to some maximum value, dwelling at that mazu-

bers may be used. It is important that the foam layer mum value for some finite period of time. and then

closest the body have a low enough density for en- decreasing from that maximum value to zero. FIGS. 6b.
hanced comfort and fit. and the density of the layer 40 6c and 6d schematically illustrate the behavior of the
firthest from the body be sufficiently great so that the shock absorbing structure 10 as the inflicted force in-

shock absorbing structure 10 adequately absorbs the creases to its maximum value.
inflicted force. As the magnitude of the force increases, the pressure

In alternate embodiments (not illustrated) an inflata- within the cavity 56 increases to a value above one
ble-deflatable structural element is used in place of ei- 45 atmosphere and air within the cellular structure of the
ther foam layer 16a or foam layer 16c. The foam portion foam portien 58 is expelled through the apertures 60.

16 in these alternate embodiments is a multi-layered Both the air pressure in the cavity and the volume of the
laminate of a plurality of open-celled foams having cavity decrease.
different foam densities, and the inflatable-deflatable As the force Ft reaches its maximum value, the rate of
structural element is disposed adjacent the multi-lay- 50 change of Ft per unit of time reaches zero. Therefore,

ered foam laminate. The iflatable-deflatable structural the rate of change of cavity volume per unit of time and
element includes an inflatable-deflatable chamber, and the volume of air expelled from the cavity per unit of
may include open-celled foam disposed within the time also reach zero. This is depicted in FIG 6e.
chamber. The ;nflicted force Ft then decreases in magnitude

Referrng now to FIG. 6a. a schematically illustrated 55 from the maximum value to zero, and the elasticity of

shock absorbing structure 10 disposed adjacent a the foam portion 58 causes the cavity 56 to increase in

wearer 52 includes an air-tight fabric enclosure 54 hay- volume. As the volume increases, air is drawn through
ing a cavity 56. Flexible open-celled foam portion 58 is the apertures 60 and into the cavity 56 from the atmo-

disposed within the cavity 56 such that the outer surface sphere outside the shock absorbing structure 10. This is

of the foam portion is bonded to the inner surface of the 60 schematically illustrated in FIGS. 6fand 6g. The rate at
cavity. A plurality of apertures 60 are included in the which air is drawn into the cavity 56 and thus the rate
air.tight fabric enclosure 54 and provide continuous at which the volume of the cavity increases, is again

fluid communication between the cavity 56 and the determined by the number and size of the apertures 60
atmosphere outside the shock absorbing structure 10. and is chosen such that the forces Ft and F2 add vecton-

Referrng to FIG 6a in the absence of an external 65 ally to produce a resultant force R of substantially zero
force inflicted upon the shock absorbing structure 10. magnitude.

the cells of the foam portion 58 in the cavity 56 contain After the magnitude of the inflicted force F i has
a first volume of air at one atmosphere of pressure. The decreased to zero, the cavity 56 returns to its initial

I
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said inner foam layer has a foam density in the range celled foams of different foam density including
of approximately one-half to three-quarter pound first and second foam layers each having two
per cubic foot; faces, one face of said first fcam layer being

said outer foam layer has a foam density in the range bonded to one face of said second foam layer, th-
of approximately three to four pounds per cubic 5 cells of said foam portion releasably holding a
foot; and volume of air selectively vaned between first

said intermediate foam layer has a foam density of and second volumes differing by a volume differ-
approximately two pounds per cubic foot. enta in -esponse to application and removal of

S. The shock absorbing structure of claim I wherein the force on the shock absorbing structure, said
the open-celled foam layer of the foam portion adapted 10 volume differential being transferred between
to be disposed adjacent the wearer comprises a plurality the foam portion and the atmosphere outside the
of height-varned regions adapted to conform to a body shock absorbing structure through said at least
contour of said wearer. one air permeable region of the periphery of the

6. Shock absorbing structure for athletic equipment flexible enclosure; and
to protect a wearer from infliction of an externally IS
applied force, comprising: shield structure dispoed outside sad flexible enclo-

a flexible enclosure having first and second faces and sure and adjacent one ao said first and second faces
a penphery defining a cavity, said first and second of said ilexible enclosure to distbute the applied
faces being air impermeable and said periphery force across at least a portion of said one of said
laying at least one air impermeable region and at 20 first and second faces.
least one air permeable region such that said cavity 7. The shock absorbing structure of claim 6 wherein

is in continuous fluid communication with the at- said inflaLable-deflatable structural element includes an
mosphere outside the shock absorbing structure; open-celled foam member.

a member having first and second faces disposed 9. The shock absorbing structure of claim 6 wherein
adjacent to and bonded at least in part to said first 25 said inflatable-deflatable structural element is disposed

and second faces, respectively, of the flexible en- adjacent said shield structure.
closure, said member including: 9. The shock absorbing structure of claim 6 wherein
an inflatable-deflatable structural element; and one of the open-celled foam layers of the foam portion
a flexible open-celled foam portion disposed adja- comprise a plurality of height-vaned regions adapted

cent said inflatable-deflatable structural element 30 to conform to a body contour of said wearer.
and comprising a multi-layered laminate of open- 0 0 0 " 0
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APPENDIX C

I _______________

MASK ATTACHMENT CONCEPTS
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OVER-CENT7R LATCH (eq. FOUR LATCHES, SPACE-
AT THE TEMPLES AND JAW OF USER)

R:GID FACEPIECE- SEMI-RIGID BASEI (eg POLYCARBONATE (BONDED TO HOOD)

ICOMPLIANT %/-SEAL7 HO
(eq. RUBBER)

* CONCEPT #1



RII (eq.IC SEIRII TUB HOUSING

IDEFLATED TUBE HO

I SNAP IN PLACE

(PASSIVE ATTACHMENT)

(PNEUMATICALLY OR HYDRAULICALLY
INFLATE TUBE rO LOCK SEAL)

I CONCEPT 12



I

I

RIGID FACEPIECE OVER-CENTER LATCH
(eq. POLYCARBONATE)

SEMI-RIGID PERIPHERY

I !0

CONFORMAL SEAL MAT'L z,

I(eq DIELECTRIC GEL) HO

* CONCEPT #3

I

I



RIGID FACEPIECE OVER-CENTER LATCH

SEMJ-,IGID PERIPHERY

7 00

COMPLIANT/CONFORMAL 4SEAL HOOD
(eq. GEL/FOAM COMBINATION)

CONCEPT #4



IRIGIDFACEPIECE -7V- BAND CLAMPPEPHR

lSSEMI-RIGIDPRIHR

COMPLIANT SEAL HO
(eq. GEL/FOAM)

CONCEPT #5



RIGID FACEPIECE SEM-RIGCC BASE
(eg. POLYCARBONATE)7

INFLATABLE SEAL nOOD

(SEAL CONTACT)

(PNEUMATIC OR HYDRAULIC
SEAL INFLATION)

NOTES:

1. UPON INFLATION. THE SEAL COMPLETELY FILLS
THE FACEPIECE VOID.

2. UPON INFLATION. THE SEAL EFFECTIVELY LOCKS
THE FACEPIECE TO THE BASE.

CONCEPT #6



COMPLIANT SEA, MAT'L SEMI -RIGID PERIPHERY

RIG,O FACEPiECE -HOO

(eg. PCLYCARSONATZ)

CONCEPT #7



MA3%;TIC BAND SEMi-RGiD PERiPHERY

Z. RiC.D FACEPIECE HOOD

CONCEPT #8



CZFA-:::7c:- C 7  GvER-CENTER Jj-Crl

CONCEPT #9



SEM'-R G'D LATCH-E SE W- R p R

CGVPLANT SEA.

CONCEPT #10


